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How THE cusTOM of having the December Editorial by the Chairman came about isn't
known by this Chairman. It is hoped that it was to afford an opportunity to give thanks
and appreciation where due and to chide where necessary.
It is a privilege to acknowledge the sincere appreciation of the work done by the Journal
staff, the Institute staff in Ottawa, the Editorial Board Members and Representatives and
the special Journal Committee, as well as all the Institute members who realize the
importance of their Journal and give some of their time and talent to its improvement.
In a message to the PQAA we find the President, M. Henri Mercier, giving gentle
chiding to the architects of that province because they do not give sufficient time to the
investigation of new building products and methods. This fault is not confined to one
province or one group. All architects in Canada may contribute to the advancement of
science in the interest of our clients and our profession by giving some time to the study
of instructive advertising.
The Journal is celebrating its 24th Anniversary with some modest pride, but the Institute will be celebrating its Golden Jubilee at the Annual Assembly in Ottawa next year and
the theme will be "Where do we go in the next fifty years?" It is fascinating to try to see
the next fifty years in architecture, and it is possible that between now and next June we
may be able to form some mental picture or have some conviction about our future. At
this time, we can only recall a delightful report in the Talk of the Town section of the New
Yorker magazine of a tour of the neighbourhood of Wall Street and Battery Park conducted
by the Society of Architectural Historians.
The conductor of this tour "though comparatively young in years and, unlike most
members of his profession, beardless, proved a veritable patriarch in his architectural convictions". The conductor was especially fond of the Wall Su·eet district, where the great
exponents of the Beaux Arts method of architectural training - since supplanted by the
Bauhaus and other methods - reached their peak. The list of famous names for the conductor's favourite buildings included Trowbridge & Livingston; George B. Post; York &
Sawyer; McKim, Mead & White; Delano & Aldrich; Warren & Wetmore and Cross &
Cross.
The conductor, as reported by the magazine, "had wit and learning as well as a unfashionable theory of architecture, and everything he showed us seemed, for the moment,
almost as beautiful as he said it was. We were back in the Golden Age and we had never
dared to suppose that it was golden."
The conductor didn't avoid questions and criticism. When asked what possible excuse
there could be for stone horses at the nineteenth floor of the Cunard building, his reply
was "Ornament is to a building what clothes are to a man. Only the gods are allowed to
go naked, and then only a few of the young ones. Must we lose all our splendour to attain
the poverty of bare surface? All ornament exists to give delight and city dwellers need
these riches. Let those who like plain buildings move to the country and live in barns.
Any more questions?" And the answer by the magazine was "Not a one".
Can we hope to have such guided tours, with champions, for our work in 1996?
Whether we do or don't, we take this opportunity of wishing all our readers, both in the
profession and in industry, a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Earle C. Morgan
Chairman of the Editorial Board

from the address of His Excellency, the Governor-General
to the Community Planning Association of Canada

Ottawa, 29 October 1956.

most Canadians lived in the country.
Now all that is changed. Hitherto a nation of country dwellers,
we are now moving to town. Having settled there, we may
make money, we may achieve comfort, we may even aspire
within our home to that curious thing called "gracious living",
but do we receive all we might reasonably hope for in the
benefits of a civilized life?
It is easy to use good-sounding words and convey good
sounds and nothing more. One may well ask what is a civilized
life, and how can it be achieved. Well, I think it comes when
men and women in society cherish four things. First, physical
well-being; secondly, the moral virtues without which society
cannot exist; thirdly, knowledge and understanding and fourthly, beauty in all its forms.
I do not think these can be separated from one another.
They are, to a considerable extent interdependent and I am
not suggesting any priority for they are all necessary aspects
of civilized life. May I say something about two of these things
- the promotion of knowledge and understanding of ourselves
and our traditions, and the preservation and creation of beauty.
These should not be special municipal "activities" to use an
over-worked word. They should be linked with the very existence of the town.
We can have natural beauty in our towns even if we must
forego the charms of the open countryside, and in a town one
may enjoy the peculiar delights of natural beauty associated
with the harmonies of good architecture, each embellishing
the other. I am thinking as I speak of one example, the loveliness of old elm trees against the white clapboard houses of
New England. But may I venture to say something else. If
trees serve to adorn fine buildings, they can also hide bad
ones. A mean and commonplace street, if it is lined with trees,
becomes less unattractive. Its architecture - perhaps I should
say just "buildings" - can borrow a certain grace from nature.
Over eighty years ago Joseph Howe made a speech here in
Ottawa, in which he said this : "In almost all our northern cities we are far behind our
republican neighbours in arboriculture. For the first fifty
years in the settlement of a new country trees are regarded
as man's natural enemies ... To cut down and burn them up
seems a labour of love. The old States and Provinces passed
through this iconoclastic period a century in advance of us.
They commenced to replant trees about the time we seriously began to cut them down and now nearly all their cities
and towns are planted".
If he were alive today I should like to travel with him to
some cities and towns, in particular begging people to think
of the importance of preserving the shade trees they have and
of adding charm, and at times comfort, to scores of bald and
dingy and - in the summer - torrid streets, by planting more.
And while we were on this tour I think we would say something about parks. Does the amount of land dedicated to this
purpose seem sufficient in a country with the area of half a
UNTIL A SHORT TIME AGO
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continent? Few as our parks are, they are, in some cities, constantly suffering from encroachment. Some of these invasions
are doubtless necessary, but can we not see that a park is as
essential as a road to sane and healthy town life.
Could we not, in improving our parks, try to preserve and
embellish natural beauties? I know we must have playing fields
and recreation grounds, but could we not give more thought
to the increasing thousands of apartment dwellers who, after
practising the art of survival on our city streets, and dazzled
by the glitter of neon signs, need to see something still and
green? Many cities realize this, but others do not.
Again, could we not think more of preserving the relatively
few buildings we have that are old and good. Such monuments
have beauty and dignity. They give life and character to our
towns. I know two cities in Canada of great historic interest.
Each has a site of natural beauty; each has a number of buildings of historic interest and architectural charm. One of these
places takes a pride in preserving its treasures. In the other
there is grave danger that they may disappear from sheer
neglect - leaving the city just like any other one. I have no
sentiment for the old just because it is old; but what is old and
good has a special value in a mass-produced, synthetic age,
and its preservation can give a town a special, individual character. I am not thinking only of. monumental buildings. In our
older cities, streets remain with dwelling houses surviving
from earlier times and possessing a charm and quality of their
own. Their restoration would seem to be a task for individual
enterprise, rather than for public authority, but, however accomplished, the preservation of such old houses - there are
many examples of this in London and New York- can lend
special distinction to any community. The quality of sameness
is a major menace in modern life. Let us protect our cities and
towns as we would the minds of our children, from the steamroller of uniformity.
But that is only one part of the problem. It is so easy to
assume that the town dweller, with all his accumulation of
the comforts of modern engineering, gains everything and
loses nothing by his move from the country. But often when
he goes to the city there is too little in his surroundings to
appeal to his reason or affection. It is of the utmost importance
that, with shorter hours of labour for all, the atmosphere of the
town should be stimulating and satisfying. There must be interest and occupation for the mind and the imagination. Where
is this to be found? It will not be found in mere diversions,
however excellent they may be as diversions. If we are to maintain a healthy and vigorous life, people must have substantial
food for the mind and spirit. There is a difference between
sedative and sustenance. We all need sedative at times, but
we live on sustenance. We owe our young people nourishing
food, and we should concern ourselves with feeding the mind
and satisfying a natural appetite for beauty. And what an
opportunity we have.
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from the brief of the RAIC, one of many briefs submitted by organizations
and individuals across the country, to the Royal Commission on National
Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences, 1950.
... THE ROYAL ARCHITECTUHAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA submits
that, in the public interest, there is need for wider fields of
action by the various agencies of government dealing with the
Arts and Sciences.
This Institute recommends the adoption of a system providing appropriations of, say, one per cent of the cost of all
important government buildings for the incorporation of the
Arts of Sculpture and Mural Painting.
That funds be made available by government to enable representatives of the various national learned societies, visual

arts organizations, etc. , to meet with representatives of other
nations as organized by or through UNESCO, or through
other international conferences or agencies having similar
standing.
This Institute recommends co-operation between government agencies and the Royal Architectural Institute in the
recording and preservation of examples of e~rly Canadian
Architecture, and the provision of funds by the Government
for these purposes.

from the report of the Royal Commission on National
Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences, 1951.
THE PHOBLEM for which we have been invited to find a solution
may perhaps be expressed, though at the risk of over-simplication, in terms of the following factors which, it will be observed, differ considerably in complexity and importance :
a) There does not exist in Canada any government-supported body to do for the Arts and Letters and for the humanities and social sciences what the National Research
Council does for the natural sciences and the technical
crafts.
b) Unlike most countries of the world we have in Canada
no advisory or executive body to deal with the question
of our cultural relations abroad.
c) We do not possess in Canada a clearing house or a centre
of information on the arts, letters, humanities and social
sciences.
d) There are in Canada many voluntary bodies whose work
is of national importance but whose resources are inadequate for their growth or even for their survival.
e) Although Canada is a member of the United Nations
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization, there
is not yet established in Canada any form of National

Commission for UNESCO; an undertaking to create
such a Commission or an equivalent forms part of the
UNESCO Constitution which Canada has accepted.
These are the principal though by no means all the difficulties which have been brought to our attention by so many
public spirited organizations and citizens. Many of these problems stem, of course, from the stern realities of our geography
and economics and for them there may be no full solution,
although it is our belief that they may be mitigated by wise
and determined action. We are faced, it seems to us by a threefold problem; cultural activity within Canada, cultural relations abroad, Canada's relationship with UNESCO.
We therefore recommend:
That a body be created to be known as the Canada Council
for the Encouragement of the Arts, Letters, Humanities and
Social Sciences to stimulate and to help voluntary organizations
within these fields, to foster Canada's cultural relations abroad,
to perform the functions of a national commission for
UNESCO, and to devise and administer a system of scholarships.

from the address of the Prime Minister to the National
Conference on Higher Education, Ottawa, 12 November 1956.
I HAPPEN TO BE THE HEAD of a government that does not manufacture the money it spends. It digs down in the pockets of all
the Canadian taxpayers to get it, and we of the government
are merely trustees on behalf of all those Canadian taxpayers.
The proposals I am putting forward, I look upon as a good
sound investment of the taxpayers' money and so do my colleagues.
My colleagues and I feel that the annual federal grants to
universities should be continued and increased and we are
prepared to recommend to Parliament at the next regular
session that they be doubled.
We propose to hand the money to the National Conference
of Canadian Universities to be allocated as if all eligible institutions were to accept their share of the total amount. If any one
of them should feel that it cannot accept this assistance for the
time being, we would propose to provide in our agreement
with the NCCU that the money allocated to that institution
be held in trust for it until it sees fit to ask for it. In this way,
no institution would be penalized in the future for a previous
refusal of the grants, and there would be no unjust discrimination against any group of taxpayers in Canada in this respect.
You will also recall that the Massey Commission made a
very important recommendation with regard to the establishment of a Canada Council for the Arts, Humanities and Social
Sciences. According to that recommendation, the functions of
the Council would be to stimulate and to help voluntary organizations in the fields of the arts, the humanities and the social
sciences, to devise and administer a system of scholarships in
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these fields, to foster Canada's cultural relations abroad and to
perform the functions of a national commission for UNESCO .
My colleagues and I have considered this proposal very carefully - some of our critics would even say that we have studied
it for too long - and we are now prepared to recommend the
creation of the Canada Council to Parliament at its next regular
session.
We want this Council to be as independent as possible from
the government. We are in favour of government support for
the arts, the humanities and the social sciences but without
government control. Moreover, we expect that, if the Council
is constituted as an independent body, private individuals and
industries will be disposed to make contributions to the
financing of its activities because they also have responsibilities
in this field. In order to achieve this objective, we will ask
Parliament to approve an endowment of $50 million for the
Council in order to enable it to finance its activities from the
annual income to be derived from the investment of that
capital.
We would also propose to add another function to those
envisaged by the Massey Commission for the Council. It would
consist of making capital grants to universities in Canada equal
to 50 per cent of the cost of specific building or capital equipment projects, with appropriate regard to the population of
each province. For that purpose, we would recommend another appropriation of $50 million to be given to the Council
and to be thus distributed by it over a period of ten years.
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Mr Douglas Kertland
MEMBERS OF THE RAIC will have noted with the greatest
pleasure, I am sure, the announcement by the Prime Minister
of the Federal Government's proposal to implement the
Canada Council. As members of this Institute, we are vitally
concerned in the strengthening of all the creative arts, but
particularly our own and those with which we are allied; as
citizens of this country, we are concerned that our increasing
number of talented young people who are interested in the
creative arts, have the opportunity to learn their chosen skill
with some assurance of our support and to practise that skill
in a Canadian environment.
We would certainly like to see far more scholarships for
architectural students than we now have. There can hardly be
any discipline where it is more necessary for the student to get
around and see the world. No glossy magazine can ever give
him the sense of a fine city square which has been carefully
thought out and built. He must walk around in it. One would
also hope that we might now get senior men of reputation from
abroad who would talk to our local chapters, act as visiting
critics in our schools and take part in conferences and public
meetings.
The Canada Council will have a very critical role to play in
the life of the country. And its success will depend in large
measure on the continued interest and support given to it by
professional associations such as our own and by the public at
large. There is bound to be a great deal of work to be done
before the Canada Council becomes an effective operating
body, and an even greater amount of work to be done once
the Council begins to operate; much of that work will no doubt,
have to be done by voluntary effort. I am sure that members
of this Institute will respond with enthusiasm to such duties
as may be asked of them.
The role of the Council will be critical, I believe, because it
represents this country's first major attempt at state sponsorship of the arts. We can learn something from the British
experience with the Arts Council and with the British Council,
but our regional character and our special traditions in this
country demand that we start fresh and work out the job of
our Council in the light of our special needs. In fact, we may

The President of the RAIC comments from Toronto, and the
Chairman of the Canadian Arts Council (a delegate to the
UNESCO Conference) comments from New Delhi.
find out a lot about ourselves and that elusive thing called
Canadian culture just by trying to make the Canada Council
work.
We may expect the new Council to act as a focus for the
arts and as a pump primer. We have been counting on its
coming into being for so long now, that no doubt most of its
income will be absorbed by existing operations. As a focus it
will be able to tidy things up, and as a pump primer it will be
able to rescue some splendid activities which have been hardly
able to meet expenses. But it seems to me that one of the main
jobs of the Council will be to explain to individuals, to corporations and institutions, to communities of various sizes, to different levels of government, that it is everybody's job to make
the arts lively in this country, with interest, with encouragement, with money, with genuine realization of how they can
cheer up the whole Canadian scene.
It might be appropriate at this time to recall some other
recommendations of the Massey Commission which lay outside
the function of the proposed Canada Council, but to which
the RAIC brief referred.
With respect to measures for the preservation of historical
monuments, the Commission recommended that the Historic
Sites and Monuments Board undertake a much more comprehensive pr-ogram; that greater emphasis be placed on the restoration and preservation of buildings of purely architectural
significance; that the Federal Government suggest to the
Provincial Governments that they take suitable legislative
action to protect historic sites and buildings now in private
hands by scheduling them in the national interest as is done in
Great Britain and France.
The Canada Council may be able to make our arts livelier,
in a sense. It cannot of itself improve their quality. But if as a
nation we begin to respond with a livelier interest in all the
arts, the increasing impact of architects, painters, actors,
writers, sculptors, on a given community will surely be reflected in the character and quality. of its buildings and townscape.
We can expect the public to become keener about the pleasures
of architecture.

Mr John C. Parkin
All Canadian architects will have heard with delight the
decision of our Prime Minister to introduce legislation in the
new session of parliament to implement the recommendation
of the Massey Commission, namely the formation of a Canada
Council for the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences. The
architects of Canada have played an important role these last
twelve years in bringing about realization of this important
objective. The Royal Architectural Institute was a foundermember of the Canadian Arts Council, set up originally in 1945
to secure federal aid to the arts in Canada and to effect liaison
between the principal Canadian societies in the arts. On the
sound base provided by Mr Forsey Page, Mr Roxburgh Smith
and other ardent architect-supporters of the Arts Council, we
have now built an executive soon to represent 30 important
Canadian cultural organizations. Our principal objective for
many years has been to achieve enabling legislation for a
Canada Council. Mr St. Laurent's wise and imaginative statesmanship has given Canada an opportunity of enriching our
heritage possible in no other way. Here, in New Delhi, the
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Ninth General Conference of the United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization is in session at a critical
time in world history. UNESCO has as its doctrine: 'Since wars
begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the
defences of peace must be constructed.' Our Canada Council
will also act as our national commission for UNESCO, and
therefore through UNESCO, and by projecting Canadian art
and culture abroad, aid in constructing the defences of peace.
P.S. - This last weekend we visited Agra, saw the Tajmahal
both in daylight and at full moon. This is the first building I've
ever seen, not only to measure up to full expectations, but to
exceed them. The rest of our weekend we climbed over Moghul
ruins by the mile, visited a newly planned community - Faridabad and went for a camel ride. Very little modern work here
- always a conscious striving for a nationalistic architecture.
Minarets find their way onto every building. This weekend we
will visit Chandigarh.
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Design Factors in Building
the Contemporary Church
BY PETER DICKINSON

IN WRITING THIS ARTICLE it is my intention to set down and
discuss some of the questions raised at a recent round table
conference at Victoria College on church architecture. The
idea behind the conference was to go over the problems
of building a church from scratch in one of the new housing developments. Many points were raised by the architects, church members, fund raisers and ministers whose
job is to get the right kind of church and ancilliary
accommodation for the community it serves.
Despite the fact that churches are needed in the new
communities, there are only isolated instances where the
sites have been made available in the planning stage. The
result is that it is often extremely difficult to find suitable
land in a central location and since houses must be built
and occupied before a congregation can be formed, the
land is only available later at inflated prices. Too much
money goes into the land and not enough into the building
and too often the site is cramped and unsuitable. Where
no funds are available to purchase land before the community is built up, only the foresight and generosity of the
developer can make a site available.
For the average new church a site of two acres is required to take care of present and future needs, together
with provision for a certain amount of parking. One car
for six people is the usual bye law requirement. Two acres
is small enough and rules out the sprawling California
type plan if adequate parking is to be provided. Also compact planning is essential in today's stringent economy.
The next problem is that of funds. It was stated that
$75,000 was the minimum sum required to build a 300
seater church for the average community. This is assuming
that the worship room must be the first unit of the church
that is built and that the church school, social hall and
meeting rooms follow later.
This in itself is a contentious matter. Some ministers
state that it is more important to provide space for religious
instruction, meetings and social events in the first stage in
order to build up a closely knit congregation to raise the
necessary funds for the final building units. Further that
religious instruction for the children and community enthusiasm for the project is the immediate need, and that
classrooms can always be thrown together to provide
temporary space for worship. However this phase of the
programme may well prove the more costly part of the
building.
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Many present stated that regardless of the availability
of funds a place of worship occupies the vital part of the
building programme and that the church could never and
should never endeavour to be a community centre in the
sense that the Y.M.C.A. is a community centre. Further
that this modern trend was tending to obscure the vital
purpose of the church as a house of worship.
It was said that there was not enough feeling of fellowship engendered by the prosaic and uninspired plans of
many architects; that the narrow uniform cruciform plan
should be examined and rejected if found wanting. 'U'
shaped or diagonally opposed seating with the altar moved
forward into the centre was more likely to inspire group
participation. There are some recent and outstanding
examples of such church planning both here and in the
States.
A few present felt that the traditional position of the
choir in the nave tended to detract from the sacrament
and that too often the choir entertains the congregation
instead of leading the hymn singing. The solution suggested was that the choir be installed in a balcony behind
the congregation.
One member felt that the emphasis on group participation and fellowship was not for the Anglo-Saxon race
where religion was a private and individual matter and
one should be able to laugh or weep without being observed or spied on by the other members of the congregation. This is nearer the Gothic tradition of a remote altar
and distant perspective, a dim religious light and stone
floor with hard seats and blinkers on the pews.
One member felt that the new churches were cold and
large and lacked the warmth, intimacy and crowded conditions of the little old wooden church house. Yet another
felt that if warmth and crowded conditions produced
fellowship, you might as well say that the best place to
worship would be the Bloor Street car in the rush hour.
One subject dwelt on for some length was the matter
of whether our new churches being built were functional
and whether this was good or bad. It was pointed out that
the older generation tacked this adjective on to any building more progressive in style than an eighteenth century
building, forgetting that these buildings fulfilled their
functions more perfectly in their day than many fine contemporary buildings in this day and age of synthetic materials and synthetic needs; that the emotional or spiritual
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content of building is a very real £miction of religious
buildings; that a functional building was a building built
within the budget to exactly fill the present needs of
the congregation and provide for its future needs; that
waste space, unnecessary detail, falsework are not part
of a functional design; that a truly functional church is a
sincere and passionate statement of the finest aspirations
of the human race.
There followed a discussion as to whether recent
churches have succeeded in creating a vital and living
place of worship and whether we have seen the last of the
copybook memorials to Gothic and Georgian architecture.
Traditionally the church has been the mainspring and
inspiration to the arts and to ·the art of architecture in
particular. The early Gothic cathedral was a new invention
in the field of architecture at its inception and over the
centuries of its evolution, new skills in the arts produced
a succession of styles and motifs distinct and separate from
the early work. Many cathedrals sprouted wings and
chapels that had little likeness and cohesion other than the
religious inspiration. The present day Gothic churches
still being built bear none of the mark or stamp of originality, none of the spontaneity or skill in detail of the master
work. It is most unreasonable to suppose that it was ever
possible to create anything but a Christmas card resemblance to a Gothic church when neither the spirit, public
participation or spontaneous expression of art was at hand
to be employed in the design and execution of the work.
Beside from all this there is not one thousandth of the
funds available today.
The general consensus of opinion was that the contemporary church had won the day and carried the field; that
of necessity, living architecture was the only work which
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could be inspirational in character since the history of
religion is only a small part of religion itself; that contemporary architecture appears to be in a confusing and
transitionary stage that only time will show the true masters of the art.
The tragedy is that congregations do not take the time
to seek out the architect that can give them a fine building.
Ultimately, of course, the responsibility for promoting fine
buildings rests with the architects that are interested. They
cannot blame the 'ignorant public' when they are the only
people equipped to properly inform the 'public'.
However, many architects work under great difficulties
when planning a church. Firstly, the congregation can
never decide amongst themselves what they need. Secondly the accommodation required can never be built for the
budget. Another difficulty is that there is no way of determining exactly what the cost of the building will be since
the price depends on competitive bidding, and circumstances make the contractors hungry one day and disinterested the next. It was decided that the architect's task
would be lightened considerably if the new congregation
could be guided in their planning and thinking by a central
body with more experience.
Finally, the length of life of a new church was discussed.
Physically seventy-five years was considered reasonable.
The real future however was the length of life of the
community. Many down-town churches would still be
functioning if the community which nourished them had
stayed in the area instead of being forced out to the suburbs. Surely the time must come when town planning will
come of age, the flight to the suburbs will be over and our
City Centres will once again be revitalised.
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Our Lady of Victory Memorial Church
Winnipeg, Manitoba

1\l

Architect, Roy Sellars
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Our Lady of Victory Memorial Church
As the name implies, our Lady of Victory is a
War Memorial Church. Provision had to be
made for a mitable memorial incorporating
mementos from the variotu battlefields of the
Second World War.
The platl is cmciform, recalling the early
church form . This made it possible to free the
sanct11ary and altar with the Mass being said
facing the people. The lighting over the altar is
by means of a raised lantern at the cross over.
The location of the choir is somewhat tmumal,
being at the front of the church over the sacristy,
with vision limited by means of a decorated
wooden screetl.
School is temporarily being held in the basement so that provision had to be made for access
directly /rom the street to the south. This also
accotmts for the small office serving also for the
school nurse.
It is hoped to replace the existing plaster statues over the side altars with wood carvings in
the futttre. The design of the Stations of the
Cross was not the responsibility of the architect.

Avonmore United Chur.ch
Edmonton, Alberta
Architects and Engineers,
K. C. Stanley and Company

Lacking the financial ability to house
their congregation in facilities which they
require, this church group have planned
for the ideal and have taken a giant step
toward reaching their goal. Although in·
terior finishes and furniture are lacking,
;md extmor landscaping is non-existanJ,
111 comparison of the photograph with the
rendering would indicate that they are
two-thirtis the distance to their goal.

---------------- -------------
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Highlands United Church, North Vancouver, British Columbia
Architect, R. William Wilding
Slf'uctural Engineers, Read, jones and Christofferson
Mechanical Engineer, D. W. Thomson
Electrical Engineer, Simpson and McGregor

Seating Capacity- Nave, 302; choir, 40; future balcony, 78.
Site-The building is situated in a newly developed suburban
residential area in the wooded area at the base of Grouse
Mountain. The site has a steep ravine with a stream running
through it.
Accommodation- This bttilding, bttilt to replace a small
temporary bttilding, will provide complete worshiP, Christian
edt.cation and recreation facilities for the church congregation.
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Structure- The building has been conceived as an all-wood
slf'ucture. The floor system is joists on post and beam. The
roof of the nave is cedar plank supported on glue laminated
arches. The remainder of the roof is cedar plank on post and
beam. All interior partitions and exterior walls are of frame
constmction.
The exterior finish is stained rough cedar board and battet>.
Spandrel panels are cement and asbestos board. The roof is
finished in bleached cedar stakes. The interior walls of the
nave are finished in plywood panels. The remaining inte-rior
wall finish is sand-finished plaster.
Design- The building has been conceived to fit into the site
with as little change to its natMal topography as possible. This
is achieved by having a building which is one storey at the
street side and two storeys at the rear or ravine side. A covered
bridge is used to connect the main entrance to the street.
The interior of the sanctuary has been designed to emphasize the chancel, using richer finishes in this area and provid;,,~g a large skylight to flood it with light. The nave is finished
in simple materials and will be dimly lit.

r
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Knox U nited Church, Brandon, Manitoba
Architects, Smith, Carter, Katelnikoff

December 1956

The Site - 140' x 180' level propert'Y bounded b'Y
streets on three sides. It is located on the intersection
of two major thoroughfares.
The Program-Detailed questionnaires were filled out
b'Y leaders of all organizations and groups in the church.
This information provided the complete framework for
developing the planning program. Floor areas and cost
estimates were established prior to development of
sketch plans. As a result of this detailed preliminar'Y
sttrve'Y sketch plans were fi11alized in a minimum time.
The Pla11- The new church edifice was reqttired to
provide complete facilities for a congregation of 600
families. From the beginning, major emphasis was
placed on the reqttirements of the Sunda'Y School. As
a remit the building plans provided an auditorium
seating 500 and separate permanent classrooms for 25
Sunda'Y School classes. In this wa'Y, Sunda'Y School for
aU departments can be ca.rried on simttltaneousl'Y with
the morning chttrch service without distttrbance.
Costs - General contract for building, $189,000;
pews, carpets, {it-rnishings, $24,000.
Construction Foundation atld floor slabs -reinforced concrete.
Exte·rior waUs - brick.
Roof stmcture -laminated wood beams, foists a11d
N. l .S. roofing.
Floors- Terrazzo in narthex, nave and chapel.
Maple in auditorium.
Asphalt tile or carpet in other areas.
lVaUs- Brick and plaster in narthex and nave.
Plaster and birch pl'Ywood in other areas.
Ceilings- Acoustic plaster and acoustic tile.
Glazing- Hammered Coolite in nave cleresto-re'Y.
Other areas- cathedral glass and double
diamond.
Heating- H ot water boiler, fin convector tmits.
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St. John's Anglican Church
Sunday School and Parish Hall
Lakefield, Ontario
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Architects, Craig and Zeidler

Entrance to Sunday School
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The program called {or the provision of recreational and additional Sunday School facilities for a small village congregation.
The church was erected in 1866 by the early settlers in this
district replacing their original church which was built in
1856. We felt that the parish hall, as an addition to one of the
historical buildings of this district, shottld {11lfil three reqttirements:
1) It should harm011ize with the old.
2) Its massing shottld be seco·ndary to the main chttrch.
3) The building shottld express the {act that it was erected
with the materials and stmctural knowledge of Ottr time.
The existing entrance to the chttrch was left and connected
{rom there with a small wing to the new building. The chttrch
can be entered {rom both streets. The lower floor is 4'-0"
below grotmd level, while the parish hall floor is 5'-0" above.
The hall, which is ttsed /or multiple Pttrposes, has a solid wall
facing south, while the east and west windows are protected
/rom the sun by wide roof overhangs. The north gable is all
glass allowing a view {rom the hall through to the old church.
The stones for the new addition were {rom the same quarry as
those /or the original building. The new granite wall is carried
around the new building at the height o/ the old vestibttle.
Above the stone wall hovers the main roof supported by GlttLam arches.
The bttilding was designed in 1952, and built in 1953 at a
construction cost of $41,198.00, and a square foot cost of approximately $8.50.

Chapel
Deaf and Dumb Institute
Montreal, Quebec
Architects, Larose & Lm·ose
Ce,.amist, Claude Vermette
Structural Engineers, Lalonde & Valois
and H . Lord & Co.
Mechanical Engineers, Leblanc & Montpetit
General Contractors, ].-H. Dupuis Ltee.
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Trinity College Chapel, Toronto, Ontario
Architect, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, O.M., R.A.
Associate Architects, George & Moorhot~.se
Stmctural Engineers, Wallace, Ca"ttthers & Associates Ltd.
Mechanical Bt1gineers, Karel Rybka & Associates Ltd.
General Contractor, Dickie Construction Co. Ltd.

The Processional Cross
Designed by A. Scott Carter, R.C.A.

accepted federations with Toronto University, Darling & Pearson prepared sketches for a collegiate group
of buildings on the Hoskin Avenue site. Their scheme was a rather
grandiose one, comprising two quadrangles, and the front portion
only was built in 1925. Additions comprising further residential
and common rooms and a Great Hall with kitchen and service were
added in 1940, but the chapel was still accommodated temporarily
in what had been planned as the library in the original building, and
is now used as a Convocation Hall.
Preliminary sketches for the new chapel were started in December, 1941. These sketches were similar in site and plan to the chapel
as ultimately built, but the seating faced inwards in the traditional
manner of the College chapel. It was later decided on account of the
closer relation of a college in these days with its Alumni and the
general public, to install pews facing the altar as is customary in a
parish church.
Sir Giles Scott, O.M. , R.A., the eminent exponent of Gothic architecture, was approached, and in September, 1946, sketch plans of
the proposed chapel and data regarding the site and the existing west
wing were sent him for study. Final sketches are dated October,
1950, and a month later Sir Giles spent a week in Toronto studying
the situation. Detailing was commenced in February, 1951, but it
was not until October, 1952, that working drawings were started.
Contracts were let, construction began on July 3, 1953, and the
building was completed for the Consecration Ceremony on November 20, 1955
The chapel proper is 105 feet long from narthex arch to reredos,
behind which is a sacristy in the apse. The width of the chapel is
26 feet and the height to crown of vault is 47 feet. The side chapel
is 16 feet by 43 feet and is to the west of the sanctuary from which
it is separated by archways, and from the chapel crossing by a bronze
screen. The total seating capacity including side chapel is about 200
in fixed seats. A vestry adjoins the west transept, and outside
access to the chapel is through the porch in the east transept.
Entrance from the main corridor of the College is at the east end
of the narthex with a broad Hight of stone steps leading down to the
chapel floor six feet below. Above the narthex entrance the carved
tympanum, Puer Nascitur Nobis was designed by Emmanuel
Hahn, R.C.A. On the west of the narthex is an outside entrance to
WHEN TRINITY COLLEGE
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the driveway, and a stone spiral stair leading to the gallery and the
roof. The gallery with main access from the second floor of the College, contains the organ console and seating for a choir of 24 voices.
The organ chamber is accommodated in the old west wing, the main
wall of which has been pierced for the tone opening. Below the
chapel is the reading room with access from the main corridor and
·
direct exit to Hoskin Avenue.
Exterior walls of the chapel are of Credit Valley rubble stone and
the cut stone work is of variegated Indiana limestone. The interior
walls and vaults between the cut stone work are finished in grey
stucco and the floor is of Roman travertine.
An interesting feature is that the apse walls span the tunnel from
the central heating plant of the University of Toronto to its northern buildings.
The chapel is an autl1entic Gothic structure, built of solid masonry
with load-bearing walls carrying a self-sustaining vault rib system
with intervening spaces of acoustic treatment. Roof loads are taken
off the vaulting by steel trusses.
The design is in a much sin1pli.6ed perpendicular Gothic style and
is definitely not a copy of any existing building. Architects should
not be daunted by the thought that everything had seen said in traditional architecture. The aim in church desi?,n should be to incorporate tl1e spirit of the words of tl1e liturgy 'Lift up your hearts!"
umerous visitors have commented on precisely that effect when
first entering Trinity Chapel and noting the clean, un-cluttered lines,
the traceried windows and the airy proportions of such a small
building.
The heating is carried on the existing steam plant of the College,
and consists of two air conditioning systems in the basement, one for
the main chapel, and one for the side chapel and reading room which
require a more continuously sustained temperature. Insulated tile
ducts built into the masonry walls discharge warm air at the sills of
the chapel windows. Steam pipes under the walk space behind the
parapet walls prevent accumulation of ice and snow on the roof.
The lighting is by means of vertical fluorescent panels recessed in
the sloping faces of the piers on the altar side so that the congregation does not face the source of light. These panels are controlled to
give various degrees of illumination.
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Hoskin Avenue view from the south-east

The Sanctuary
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The stair turret
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Maitland Cemetery Chapel, Goderich, Ontario
Architect, Philf? Carter johnson
Gene-ral Con.tractor, David Ross

Entrance to the Chapel

ARcmTECTURE can only exist if there is a real need to build
for a specific use. The stronger and more understandable the
need, the better the architecture.
I think it is reasonable to say that our best buildings are our
industrial buildings. They are the most free from self conscious
design - the best of them are honest and well organized expressions of specific purposes, reflecting the clear thinking and convictions of the owners. The same thing may be said (and has
been) of engineering projects - dams, bridges, grain elevators.
There is no room here for dishonesty or prettiness. That our
industrial and engineering projects are our best architecture
is rather damning to both our spiritual institutions and our
architects. It shows either a lack of conviction or an inability to
communicate on the part of the spiritual leaders, and a lack of
understanding and conviction on the part of architects.
The results of all this are especially discernible in our
churches. In the past, churches and temples were our great
buildings, not, I am convinced, because of proportion or symmetry or stained glass or flying buttresses, but because these
churches and temples were fundamental to existence. There is
of course a certain greatness in size alone, a characteristic common to modern engineering projects and ancient cathedrals,
yet neither the Parthenon nor Ste. Chapelle are large.
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This lack of conviction in modern church architecture is
even more evident in modern liturgical art. We are too concerned with proportion, line, colour, harmony, rhythm. If we
start out to say something to people, to bring to them something real and fundamental and vital, how absurd to worry
about proportion. Proportion is a result, not a means. I don't
know whether there is any cure for this. Perhaps time will reawaken in us a realization that to design for the spirit of man
is just as important as to plan efficient factories.
Churches of course are not our only buildings showing a
lack of spirit. Our schools are no better, they are as a rule
dreary affairs (despite the bright new paint) that ignore humanity (we blame this on the low budget or the Department of
Education "No Frills").
For the architect designing churches or any building for any
fundamental human use, some kind of conviction is necessary.
It is not enough to be concerned with form , beauty, effectscleverness is no substitute for conviction. We are dealing with
people, one might almost say souls; we are taking it upon ourselves to create environments that may, and in many cases
should, have a great influence; how essential it is that we
understand the need of the people who have come to us, and
that we appreciate that need through personal conviction.
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St. Hilda's Memorial Anglican Church
Toronto, Ontario
Architect, Philip Carter Johnson
StructMal Engineers, C. C. Parker & Associates
Mechanical Engineer, John E. Stott
General Contractor, Passel & Baglier Construction Co. Ltd.

Nave looking coward the chancel

The south elevation

The north front
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The Beth Tzedec Synagogue
Toronto, Ontario

T he sanctuary

The foyer
The project was a challmge, to which the complex nature of the site
added its share of difficulty. A difference in level of some thirteen feet
between the north and south elevations of the property, together with
the fact that the plan of the site was like an elongated rectangle bent in
the middle, did not simplify the task. It became apparent at once that a
rectangular building could not be parallel to more than one road and
that, to be successful, a building must be designed to conform to the
six-sided site of which no two sides were parallel.
The architecttJral soltttior~ finally determined ttpon was to design a
bttilding composed of six facets all mathematically related to each other
and to the surrounding st·reets and resolved in the octagonal chapel. All
'walls of the building are parallel to one of the chapel walls and the
chapel itself is intended to /it into the composition like a brilliant jewel
in its setting. As it faces east, the sanctuary is on a different axis {rom the
school and administratior~ units, yet its lotJvered walls are in turn parallel
and related to the walls of the chapel. The ·intricacy of the plan, with its
mat~y facets, reflects the intricacies of life and the many facets of the
Jewish faith.
It was the architects' irstention that all of the more important interior
spaces should open vimally orse into the other {rom the fo yer, in order
to weld the separate parts into a tmified whole. Th e extent to which this
objective has been attained can be ittdged by viewing from the m ezzanine the forecottrt and school playgroud, the school auditorium, the
chapel with its brilliant {ttrnishings, the sanctuary through the gold glass
of the louvered walls and finally the assembly hall, with its glittering
chandeliers. From this point of vantage, the clarity of the design is
emphasized.
Largely because of the complexity of the plan, it was not only possible
bttt highly desirable, to me simple brick interior walls and plain surfaces
to achieve ars effect not ordy of good craftsmanship but actually of richness and quality.
The cantilevered roof slabs, which have the effect of being suspended
slightly above their supporting 1valls, create an ethereal and endless
quality to the architecture.

Architects, Isado-re Markm, H arry B. Kohl, Page & St eele
Sculptor, Ernest Raab
Structttral Engineers, Hooper & Yolles
Mechanical Engineer, Liorsel Ginsler
Electrical Er~gineer, Claire Dent
Acoustical Engineer, H yman Goldin (deceased)
General Contractors (Yolles & R otenberg (Educational Centre) ;
Fried Construction Co. Ltd. (Balance of Proiect)
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Bathurst Street entrance
Detail of main entrance

The chapel
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The nave
looking toward the choir
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St. John's United Church
Hamilton, Ontario
Architects, Bruce Brown & Brisley
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Baptismal font and lectern

St. Paul's United Church
Toronto, Ontario
Architects, Bmce Brown & Brisley

The pulpit
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St.-Andre-Hubert Fournet, Montreal, Quebec

Architects, Raux & Morin

General Contractor, Benjamin R obidas

Atrium and baptistry
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Dacca, East Pakistan
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Architects, Gardiner, Thornton, Gathe & Associates
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Model showing building and layout of grounds

Construction photograph

Yorkminster United Church
North York, Ontario
Architect, ]ames A. Murray
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Notes on Church Architecture
BY EBERHARD H. ZEIDLER

THRouGHOUT THE WORLD a revival of Christian spirit has taken place
and this revival has found its visual expression in new church buildings. However, unlike former ages, our time has not manifested this
feeling in a unified architecture but has created a confusion of forms
and eclectic styles. This situation has not arisen because the possibility of a unified style was lacking, but because contemporary
architecture lacks the understanding of the public.
I do not think that we can discuss church architecture without
involving the principles of architecture. Architecture means more
than providing shelter for human activities. It is more than mere
buildings. It is life, or, more precisely, the visual expression of life.
In a living organism all parts have a certain function vital for the
whole but related to each other in a definite order, subordinate,
equal, or superior. Similarly, we find the different factors of architecture related to each other. They are all necessary, but while some
can be missing, the elimination of others would mean the decay of
the whole.
To comprend modern forms we must look for the factors which
created modern architecture.

Creative design means exploring the unknown, stepping beyond
the boundary of the form world we are accustomed to. The question
of why we must do this will remain unanswered as this urge is propelled by the same forces that govern life. But is not this creative
power the force in which man feels his divine origin and can sense
the divine power of creation? We must search for the basic principles of architecture, as this philosophy is the only guidance along
the route into the unknown. The final step will be done unconsciously; but this philosophy will enable us to analyze the created form.
This analysis is the only check we have to select among the number
of "mutations" the right form.
Creative power has accelerated man through history. The moment he has developed a form this power forced him to make it
obsolete by creating a new expression. However, that does not
mean the old forms have lost their values and do not represent the
culmination of a certain era. However much forms and expressions
will change, the force which has brought about form will remain
the same. It should not astound us when we investigate some of the
writings of other ages to find men whose principles about building
equal the thoughts developed by modern architects. However, the
existence of a style as such in a historic sense was unknown in former
times. Forms were developed as an expression of emotions and techniques unconscious of their existence in a style. Thus we find in
medieval cathedrals the coexistence of many architectural periods
moulded into one building.
Perhaps the discovery of an architectural style history was one of
the reasons the nineteenth century lacked creative design. Forms
were taken as a final result and not as a transparent container expressing the ideas of an age. This growth from the unconscious into
the conscious stage of design occupied nearly a century producing
an era of eclecticism.
Today we cannot design without knowing and steadily exploring
the maxims of architecture. That does not mean we have a dogma
of design or a rule which forces us into stagnation. Just the opposite.
It gives us new freedom to guide all our creative power in the right
direction instead of having it wasted in failure. This knowledge of
our growth from the unconscious into the conscious makes one
phenomenon obvious. Modern architecture can no more be comprehended if the public is guided by untrained feeling alone. An original
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Rembrandt and the copy of it might look alike to the unknowing
but that does not mean their values are the same.
What causes man to build churches? It is his belief in God and
the expression of this faith into forms of worship. Is it then wrong
to assume that the main function of a church is to create religious
atmosphere?
These statements might be accepted without argument but what
is religious atmosphere? Can we say it is the emotion in which we
sense a divine power around us and the assurance of salvation? Can
the churches of today create religious emotion?
Many critics say that our churches lack the emotional qualities
historical forms seemed to produce, implying that we should reuse
ancient forms today to create religious atmosphere. However, they
forget that these forms express the Christian feeling of another era.
Here we come to the vital point. Religious emotions of Christianity
have undergone changes in the course of history and consequently
with them the resulting architectural forms.
What a tremendous difference there is between Romanesque and
Baroque, Gothic and Renaissance! Certainly the architectural expression in those styles was widely determined by structural knowledge but it is useless to argue whether it was structure which created
form and in turn brought about religious feeling, or whether the
religious feeling looked for the structure to express itself.
Let us compare the religious feelings and the resultant forms of
three architectural styles - early Romanesque, high Gothic and
German Baroque:
The Christian of the eleventh century saw the world and God
through the rigid dogma of his Church. All things were logically
related to one another in a fixed position, each subordinated to God
and seen through the scholastic philosophy of faith and reason where
religion and philosophy are one. Early Romanesque architecture
reflects this rigid theology in heavy clear form elements set together
in a dogmatic order, each form retaining its individuality but the
whole is forcefully fused together in a stern atmosphere of awe.
The worshipper feels that he is earthbound and that God rules from
above.
The thirteenth century, with St. Thomas Aquinas, brought the
separation between philosophy and th eology. Religious logic gave
way to mysticism reflected in th e complicated Gothic structural
system where forms appear to be different from what they are. The
flesh was abnegated and the soul was lifted close to God. The
heaviness of stone- over-emphasized in Romanesque- disappeared
and was made to seem light, Hying upward. Suddenly, the nave became vertical, soaring up, reaching for a union between God and
man.
Exuberance in religious emotions brought about German Baroque. It was a Christian exuberance which had experienced the
worldliness of Renaissance and the knowledge of a Leibniz. In
Baroque, architecture tried to step beyond its boundaries, using for
its purpose elements native only to painting and sculpture. Building
became a theatrical setting designed more to glorify the worldly
powers which created them than to glorify God.
We have touched upon the religious forces behind other styles of
architecture, but what is our religious emotion today? God has not
changed but our understanding of Him and our approach to Him
has. We do not look at Him any more through the eyes of a medieval
or baroque man. Atomic physics has given us a new concept of God.
It has shown us more than ever that God is beyond the reason of
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stone rather reinforced the liturgical music. Comfort during the service was not demanded in a time when people found exultation in
self-punishment and self-abnegation - in an era where lust of the
flesh was regarded as sin.
Function in a modern church has to be re-examined in the light
of the needs of today to be properly evaluated among the other
factors which will create the final form.
Today the church has to fulfil an utterly different function than
the medieval cathedral. ot only has the form of worship changed,
but also the church itself. Today, it is a meeting place and centre of
spiritual and social life, demanding active individual participation.
Here the church returns to man of the 20th century something
which he has been robbed of by the techniques and economies of
our time.
Our economical development, geared to raise the standard of
living, has separated man more and more from his natural connections to his fellow men. The dread of economic insecurity, lonliness
and lack of social activity, are the psychological hazards of our
time. In the church today, man wants to be recognized as an individual in his personal participation and tllis is as vital and needed
for himself as it is needed for the survival of the church as a whole.
The security that modern man searches for will be found in a living
church and not in tl1e relics of a crumbling Gothic wall.

Heavy-clear {01'm elements
set together in a dogmatic order

man. Man, today, is searching for a deeper understanding of God.
No single form will ever be the final expression of religious atmosphere although many forms have created it: the enclosed - the
open, the dark - the light, the humble - the monumental. All have
succeeded if they expressed the truth of their age.
Religion is a search for truth and a church is the projection of that
into concrete form. If we want to build a church today, truth can be
the only approach. We do not know what forms we will create but
we know the means by which we can ultimately achieve architectural
forms - the feeling our time creates in us and the knowledge our
time has ready for us.
So, finally, there is not one specific form; but the truth of the spirit
behind the form which creates religious atmosphere to us through
stone and steel.

If we are searclling for a living architecture we cannot create it
by transplanting forms even if they are conceived in our time.
Eclecticism will always lead to stagnation. We can be inspired by
the work of other countries and try to equal their spirit but we
should never try to copy their forms.
Modern arcllitecture was the revolt against the eclecticism of
styles, the theft of hollow shells lacking the creative ideas their
originals possessed.
Arcllitecture is and always will be an expression of its time, function and construction. Surely form is the result of this expression and
the result only. You cannot separate it from the factors which created
it without killing its life. However, are we not today in the middle
of a new eclecticism again - the eclecticism of modern architecture?
It doesn't seem wrong to re-use modern forms if they are solutions
to the same problem. Gothic has re-used structural elements like the
pointed arch over and over again. However, new meaning was cast
in each application producing uncountable variations. It would be

Architecture tried to step
beyond its boundaries

Function and philosophy might be the principles to bring an
expression about but the basic tool to visualize form is the method of
construction. One of the maxims of modern architecture calls for
truthfulness in structural expression.
If we study religious architecture of the Middle Ages we will find
that it was the daring spirit in which its builders used the growing
knowledge of construction which kept these styles great and vital.
It is interesting to study the flow of forces in a Gothic cathedral.
Elements whose purpose seem to be solely to enhance the expression,
suddenly reveal their structural necessity.
The flying buttress takes the thrust resulting from the vaulted
arches, or the added weight of the pinnacle deflects the resultant
force from the flying buttress. Nearly all elements are structurally
essential for the whole and cannot be eliminated. Beauty is not
achieved when we cannot add any more but when everything is so
vital that we cannot take it away without destroying the whole.
Our time has given us an abundance of structural methods. The
degree to which we will succeed does not depend on how strange
and novel the structure, we choose to form our church, will be, but
how we can mould this structure into the overall composition as an
inseparable part.
Function is part of any architectural building. The misunderstanding of its position within the other factors of architecture has
led to utter confusion. "In the Cathedral of the Middle Ages economy, comfort and good acoustic properties were all cheerfully sacrificed for the magnification and glory of mystery in a fashion to
overwhelm the worshipper". Mumford goes on to say that this was
true functionalism in the medieval sense. The medieval service contained no sermons requiring acoustical qualities but the echoing
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foolish to throw away form elements just because they have been
explored but each time we re-use a form we must re-examine the
principles behind it.
But can we transplant a church from South America to Canada,
for example? If form is really the expression of the principles of life,
a Canadian and South American church must look different because
the factors resulting in the design are utterly different - the climate,
the economy and the temperament of its people. However, there will
be a certain similarity between both forms because both have been
created by the 20th century with the technical knowledge and
philosophy of the same time. In Gothic - we differentiate between
Spanish, English or French Gothic and still find the combining
elements which make them all Gothic - this style shows us how
urgently each style needs its native factors to stay powerful. The
few attempts to transplant Gothic into Italy have left historical
curiousities which lost the impact that northern Gothic undoubtedly
creates. All but one factor was present when Gothic was brought
to the south. The Gothic structure was a conveyance to express
the mysticism of the northern soul. This misty emotion was alien to
the southern soul which needed clarity in a land of sun and shade.
Are we moving toward a new architecture or is what we call
modern architecture already history and are we fertile again to
create a new style? The first building which bore the mark of
modern architecture appeared shortly after the beginning of the
twentieth century. This means that this style has existed for a period
of nearly fifty years. This is a long time not only for our short-living
present, but also for the history of the western world. Very seldom
have their styles lived longer than half a century in the creative
period of the style (German Baroque or certain periods of Gothic,
for example).
However, the length of time alone cannot be the important factor
in bringing about a new period. To distinguish a new period has
always been a task of history. The present is too much involved in
its manifold reflections to see its true picture.
Style periods have also seldom had a closed time limit. There have
been periods where two styles lived side by side as early Gothic and
late Romanesque in Germany. Lately, many art critics have been

The nave became vertical, reaching
for a union between God and Man
Element! whoJe {JfH'PoJe Jeem to
be Jolely to enhance the expreuion,
mddenly reveal thei-r Jtructural neceuity
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busy telling architects it is about time to create a new style. Mumford
has said "the audience is waiting for the performance to begin ...
they (the architects) are still only going through the mechanical
motions . . . (without producing a real style) ..." (Function and
Expression in Architecture). But before we predict a new style to
come we should see if the principles for it are ready. However exciting it may be to write about art revolutions, we should be careful
not to confuse a lot of noise with the real thing. If we examine the
principles of modern architecture we will find that we still base our
theory on the same maxims as was done in the '20's. Our forms
might change radically from the ones used at this time. However,
our basic approach is still the same. It is only that the expression
has matured and can be lenient in accepting a wider range of variations than it could at its beginning. Any new style will avoid connections with previous styles as it is afraid the old forms might
suppress the newborn idea.
There have been definitely changes in modern architecture; but
I feel they are not basic enough to sever the connections and call
them a new style (Kennedy: The House and Its Design). Nobody
who has climbed Ronchamp will deny that here an architect has
cast a vision into reality. Le Corbusier has developed a church
structure which seems to be the beginning of a new philosophy a new world of forms we are about to enter. We cannot any more
rectify this approach with the classic values of modern architecture.
It is a new organic shape whose laws we do not know although we
feel their existence. It seems as if here the form has left its functional
and structural means and created a space which does not need the
obvious excuse.
Real art will be strongest when it has left the basic material requirements farthest away, like a sculpture of Lembruck compared
to the form of the latest model Ford.
In conclusion, we find that out of the principles, forms will take
shape - sometimes forms will be found before we discover their
principles - but our age will not find one definite form which will
represent the contemporary church. If our time ever creates a style
it cannot be measured in the restricted way the Greek order could
be, but this style will express the manifold ways of our life.
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The Continuing Existence
of the

Profession of Architecture
BY WALTER S. JOHNSON

THE PROFESSION HAS BEEN IN DANGER in SOme parts of
Canada of being submerged under a tide of ruthless competition, and one can reasonablv ask whether Legislatures
have understood the scientific and cultural issues involved.
Is there good reason why architecture should not be firmly
made a closed profession with exclusive rights in the designing and functional planning of buildings - houses,
schools, apartments, hotels, hospitals, commercial and
office buildings, armouries, factories, theatres, halls, stadia,
air-port buildings, and so on?
If the profession is established by statute, with power to
maintain the dignity, honour, and necessary skills of its
members, by examinations and strict disciplines and the
tests of years of university training, why dilute and in a
large degree negative and discourage the legitimate rights,
aims, and ideals of its qualified members, by allowing
others, not qualified as architects are peculiarly qualified,
to invade the field and minimize the prestige of the profession?
For by organizing and establishing a given profession,
whether that of medicine, the law, dentistry, engineering,
or architecture, the Legislature surely must intend to set it
apart, to give it exclusive rights, to enhance its skills, to
protect the public by excluding the infringer, the unqualified, the not fully and specifically trained. Else why establish the profession but leave it open to others who will not
or cannot achieve full membership by meeting its
standards and requirements for admission? Why in such
case demand, as a condition of admission, a long and costly
four or five year training in a university course of architecture, with all its emphasis on architecture as both an art
and a science, on functional planning for buildings of
diverse kinds, and, in the early years of the course before
specialization b egins, on the basic subjects common to
both engineers and architects? At the point where the
basic training ends and specialization begins, the two professions diverge - the engineer goes on to develop his
specialty as a civil, electrical, chemical, mining, or other
engineer, and the architect to his specialty as the designer
and functional planner of buildings.
It is important to see two facts clearly - that the architect, retained to design and plan a building and supervise
its construction, is not only the master of the work, in all
its parts, but is responsible for the entire plan, including
the suitability and the co-ordination of the parts that may
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have been prepared by consultants whom he or the owner
retains; and second, that he must and does design using
the materials common and customary in the building
trade, whether steel, concrete, glass, wood, or otherwise.
It is a frequent claim of engineers that the layout of
structural steel, of reinforced concrete, the planning of a
foundation, is, per se, engineering work; and hence that,
for example, a building designed with structural steel is to
be regarded as an engineering work, so that the engineer
has at least a concurrent right with the architect to design
the whole building. I heard a civil engineer testify under
oath to that effect in a case where he was sued for infringement by the Quebec Association of Architects, and even
that a design for wooden instead of steel beams was engineering work The courts disagreed with him. Steel, concrete, wood, are simply building materials, common to
both professions. The architect is trained to use them as
part of his professional service. He is trained also to design
heating, electrical, ventilation, lighting, and water layouts
and services. He may not be a specialist in any of them, or
he may be too busy to underta.ke the detailed study, and it
is his privilege, and in some cases may be his duty, to consult particular specialists - but as toward the owner he
remains liable for designs and advice so obtained and
adopted by him as part of his over-all plan. It is common
knowledge that an architect or engineer, arranging, for
example, for structural steel or a heating system, will leave
to the steel supplier or the heating contractor the detailed
layout- but subject to his checking and approval.
It is another and favourite claim of the engineer that a
so-called "industrial building" - that is, one in which an
industry is to be carried on- is an eng ineering work, because in it engineering work will be carried on and it must
be adapted to that work, or because it is to be regarded
as a "housing" for the mechanical or engineering plant,
machines, or work therein located or carried on. Yet such
a so-called "housing" is definitely a building, and there are
architects who specialize in the functional design of industrial buildings of every kind. One wonders what would
have been the over-all result, architecturally, functionally,
and artistically, if the Parliament Buildings, the Chateau
Laurier, the Chateau Frontenac, the Sun Life building,
the great hotels of Winnipeg, Vancouver or Victoria- all
designed by architects, aided no doubt by many engineer
consultants- had been left entirely to the care of function-
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ally untrained engineers, for design and·execution.
One has heard engineers say - oh, we11 design the
building and, perhaps, call in an architect to do a little
decoration or suggest some colour schemes. I like to think,
on the contrary, that such a jibe at the architect's instinct
for some and indeed all possible aesthetic values in any
building he designs, is the reflection of a complex of inferiority and actually a menace to the look of our cities if
the engineer is to supplant the architect. I know of many
architects who, even as students, and during later years
of practice, visited and visit and revisit the cathedrals and
chateaux, the halls and palaces, the classical and modern
great and inspired buildings of Europe, as touchstones of
taste and perennial fitness and beauty, and inevitably reflect their impressions here for the ultimate grace of our
Canadian civilization.
But here I would return for a moment to my earlier line
of thought. The natural field of the architect, the designing of buildings, is being invaded by construction firms,
often operating as such and such an "Engineering Company or Corporation", or the like. Some of them are of
Canadian origin; an increasing number are subsidiaries
of English or American firms, generally well financed.
They offer to design, build, and supervise buildings, particularly the larger industrial buildings. They may be headed by an engineer or have one or more engineers in their
employ, and thus justify their corporate name. In reality,
they are simply general contractors, eager to secure not
only the profits of a builder but the fees of a designer. They
may even employ an architect or architects. Their contract
is with the owner, a "package contract". They are at once
designer, builder, and sole judge of performance. No
architect, representing the owner, is present to call for
tenders, to advise as to the relative competency or the final
choice among bidders, to supervise performance of the
contract and protect the owner's present and permanent
interest. What choice has the owner, once committed, as
to the qualifications of the employee engineers or architects, what right to question performance? None.
What skill has the firm or its employees in functional
design? He does not know - he must take it for granted
and abide by the result. He is bound and "packaged". He
has by-passed the architect who might have protected him,
in making a contract, in preparing plans, in supervising
the work, in selecting general and subcontractors, in being
his constant watchman and adviser. In Quebec, the Association would discipline a member who sold himself as
a mere employee of such a firm, by giving him a choice
between abandoning such employ or being struck off the
register, or who for a nominal fee perfunctorily signed
plans really prepared by the firm, by suspending him from
practice for a term or even by removing him from the
register.
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In Quebec, we take the clear-cut position that, by statute, the architect, like the lawyer or the doctor, was given
an exclusive field upon which no infringement by unqualified persons will be allowed. It would, in our thinking, be
illogical, and confusing, and against public interest and
leading to lack of public confidence, to establish a profession, for reasons of public safety and public order, and
then allow it piecemeal to be penetrated and violated and
its rights and skills as designers of buildings rendered
equivocal. In his work as the designer of buildings, the
architect is not to be put in competition with contractors
and with engineers operating as contractors.
In Quebec there are about five hundred architects,
members of the Association, trained and qualified in their
sole specialty as architects, at great expense, their own
and that of the Schools of Architecture. There are some
thousands of engineers - civil, mining, chemical, electrical, metallurgical, mechanical, management, show-case,
sales, and many others - who as members of the Corporation of Professional Engineers sign themselves "P.Eng.",
and are free to move, as easily as water round an angle,
from one activity to another, even to head some "Engineering Corporation Limited", though, as our law now
stands, not entitled to design buildings and make "package
contracts" for design, construction, and supervision. Our
architects, on the contrary, can not operate as limited companies, with limited liability, but must personally pass
examinations, practise individually or in partnership, sign
their plans, and as individuals carry their professional
responsibility to the end - a responsibility that makes for
integrity, efficiency, and the specialization that our expanding economy increasingly demands.
Why not, everywhere in Canada, protect the profession
of architecture as the professions of medicine, law, accountancy, dentistry, optometrists, and others, are protected ?
The engineering profession is given exclusive fields. Why
give it concurrent rights in the ~eld of architecture, especially on the flimsy, indeed the ridiculous ground, that the
part designing of a building in steel, cement, or wood, is
"engineering" work? Let the engineer concentrate on
greater efficiency in his mining, chemistry, metallurgy and
atom bombs, in designing his dams and power developments, bridges, railways, wharves, harbour developments,
highways, canals, seaways, electronics, radar, shipbuilding, and use all the cement and steel he needs. The architect is not competing with or sharing his field. And to survive, the engineer needs no concurrent rights in the field
of architecture, if we note the widely publicized cry for
even more thousands of his extraordinarily diverse professional specialists. The architect in his hundreds, should,
in the public interest and as a matter of public order, be
fully protected in what seems and has always been his
special and natural field.
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VIEWPOINT
Where a competition has been decided upon, for an important
public building, are you in favour of its being provincial,
national or international?
Assuming that the competition under discussion has definitely
been decided upon and there is no opportunity for me to talk
the officials concerned into commissioning me immediately for
the job, nine times out of ten I would probably be in favor of
its being international.
If you concede that a competition within a profession between professional men is the proper course (and I have never
heard of brain surgeons answering in twenty-five words or less
why they should be selected to perform an operation), then
there is no sensible reason for territorial limitations to be set.
If a competition is justified to obtain the best of many possible
architects then there is no justification for erecting a barrier to
keep out the best. If the competition is merely a local political
football it is up to the politicians to decide whether or not any
American imports can play.
Finally I would summarize my thoughts on the subject as
follows. If the competition is in the United States it should be
an international competition in order to obtain the best the
world has to offer. If the competition is in Ontario or Quebec,
it should be national in order to obtain the best Canada has to
offer and at the same time protect us from foreign genius. If
the competition is in Alberta, then by all means it should be
provincial because after all, it's our province and there is no
reason why the work should go to outsiders. It is only reasonable ...
Jack Dunning Annett, Edmonton
The decision to hold an architectural competition for an important public building having been made, there is no need to
discuss this aspect of the situation. As to whether such competitions should be international, I believe that they should
not be international for Canadian buildings. This may seem
like self-interest for Canadian architects, but it is a fact that
Canadian architects are not only competent, but are closer to
the problems presented by the design of Canadian public
buildings.
Enb·ies from foreign countries often present solutions which
are more abstract in relation to the problems of site, climatic
conditions, etc. Probably this is the reason why some international competitions are divided into sections, with separate
awards going to Canadian and foreign entries.
As to whether competitions should be provincial or national,
I believe this depends upon the relationship of the building to
the political hierarchy in which it will exist, but with national
rather than provincial scope preferred wherever possible. For
example, the recent competition for Vancouver's Civic Auditorium could very well have been restricted to architects from
Vancouver or British Columbia, but the sponsors made it a
national competition, which was won by Montreal architects.
The re.cent competition for a Police Administration Building
for the C1ty of Ottawa, which is being built with City of Ottawa
funds, could doubtless have been restricted to architects from
Ottawa or from the Province of Ontario, but it was made a
national competition. This was also the case in the competition
for Ottawa's City Hall, although this competition can be said
to be more national in scope because of Ottawa being the
Capital City of Canada. It is felt that many sponsors of architectural competitions see a greater advantage to themselves in
gaining more architectural solutions whenever competitions
are national in scope rather than provincial, and this is doubtless why it is done so often.
C. J. G. Carroll, Ottawa
Competitions, if they are to be successful, do not depend on
geographical scope but on the programming, and particularly
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the jury. Why have an international competition with a jury
that is provincial in its architectural viewpoint?
Whether the competition is handled on a provincial, national
or international level depends largely, I think, on the size and
budget of the proposed structure. This is purely a physical
problem in programming and each competition must be individually considered.
John A. Di Castri, Victoria
Past history indicates that a winning architect may find that
neither his design nor his services have actually been selected
by a competition. It is evident that an architectural competition should be short and simple so that a capable architect can
show his ability to solve the problem in question and then get
on with the actual commission. Such a competition for a public
building should certainly be national and if we feel that foreign
competition is an ominous threat to our native ability then it is
time for us to face that challenge.
William Greer, Toronto
The difficulties of the selection of experienced, competent and
open minded advisors and judges and the complexities of
modern buildings render the selection of architects by competition hazardous. The simpler the edifice, the greater is the
chance of success. The more complicated the building the
greater is the hazard in my opinion. As climate and local
customs play such a large part in architectural design, I would
say that the wider the field from which contestants are drawn
the greater would be the hazard.
F. H. Marani, Toronto
Canadian architectural competitions on public buildings
should be arranged to comply with areas relative to the level
of government administration.
Competitions for municipal buildings may be limited to the
municipal area only if the area is densely populated and employs a reasonable number and selection of architects. This
may well apply to cities as large as Toronto or Montreal. Any
other municipal level of competition should invite the architects in the provincial area.
The provincial level of building design competition should
certainly involve the architects of the province only. To do
justice to any design project the architect prefers to view the
site, its surroundings and become as familiar as possible with
the design project's requirements . Such information is difficult
to submit to competitors nationally or internationally.
Dominion public building design competitions should be
limited to the country involved. In this way, we can assist
Canadian culture in the development of Canadian architecture. To encourage international competitions does not assist
the development of a natural character in architecture.
S.M. Roscoe, Hamilton

If we, as Canadians, are going to develop a distinctive architectural character for our buildings as well as for other art
forms, should we not endeavour to have our important public
buildings designed by the best Canadian architects? For this
reason, among others, I am in favour of a competition for such
a building being limited to Canadian architects. No one doubts
that an international competition will produce a building of
excellent design and functionalism, but it would also suggest
that Canadians had reservations about their own professionals.
We, as architects, might eventually suffer from a cultural
inferiority complex. Surely then, if our Government sponsors
a competition for a public building and restricts the entrants to
Canadian architects, there is as much likelihood of the best in
Canadian work coming to the fore, as would be stimulated by
outside contestants. It would be pointless to restrict the entrants to the province in which the building is to be erected,
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as this would seriously curtain the numbers of persons who
could compete. Also, why emphasize our provincial barriers
on the cultural level as well as on so many others. Canadian
architecture should transcend physical and language barriers,
and tend to draw a people together.
Building conditions in Canada are not unique compared to
other civilized parts of the world, and while there is nothing
that intelligent research cannot overcome, it is surely more
satisfactory to have a design carried through from the initial
concept to the finished details by someone who knows and
understands the climate and material problems which must be
dealt with. Canadian materials should be incorporated into
such a building to the greatest extent possible, and this again
is not as easy for an outsider to accomplish. Obviously, there
will be instances where an imported product is necessary for
a special effect.
It will be assumed that one of the chief purposes of an
international competition is to attract several internationally
known architects to submit designs in the expectation one of
them will win the contest. This also poses a problem for the
judging committee. If it is an international competition, one

assumes there will have to be a higher proportion of internationally known judges than would be required for a purely
Canadian competition. Again, presuming we have a truly representative list of international competitors, what would be
the reaction of the general public to an important public Canadian building designed by an architect from Communist China
after being awarded the prize of the commission by judges
from India, Amsterdam and South America?
The writer remembers an occasion during the war when he
was looking about a library in Oxford. In the course of the
visit a conversation was commenced with an American soldier.
The American volunteered that he was a graduate of a certain
Mid-West university, and asked "Are there any Universities in
Canada?" The writer mentioned that there were some fairly
well known institutions and asked "have you ever heard of the
McGill Medical School". Oh yes! was the reply - "That's in
Maine, isn't it?"
To conclude, we had best concentrate on good national competitions before aspiring to the international level.
C. F. T . Rounthwaite, Toronto

News from the Institute
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Annual Meetings of the Provincial Associations:
Alberta, Macdonald Hotel, Edmonton, January 18th and
19th, 1957.
Quebec, Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, February 1st to
3rd, 1957.
Ontario, Royal York Hotel, Toronto, February 15th and
16th, 1957.
Nova Scotia, Lord Nelson Hotel, Halifax, May 17th, 1957.
Annual Meeting of the National Housebuilders Association, Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal, P .Q., January 9th to
11th, 1957.
Annual Meeting of the Canadian Construction Association, Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Ont., January 20th to
30th, 1957.
"Session '57", Alberta Association of Architects, Banff
School of Fine Arts, Banff, Alta., January 20th to 26th.
1957 Convention of the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects, Melbourne, April 1st to 6th.
1957 Annual Convention of the American Institute of
Architects, 100th Anniversary, Washington, D.C., May
14th to 17th.
1957 Annual Assembly of the Royal Architectural Institute
of Canada, 50th Anniversary, Chateau Laurier Hotel,
Ottawa, Ont., May 29th to June 1st.
Annual Meeting of the Engineering Institute of Canada,
Banff Springs Hotel, Banff, Alta., June 12th to 14th,
1957.
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RAIC COUNCIL AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES
Members who were at the Annual Assembly in Banff will recall an
animated discussion on proposals to reduce the number of Provincial
Representatives on the Council, and to make changes in the composition of the E xecutive Committee. The purpose of both proposals
was to prompt a more widespread participation in Institute affairs,
hitherto difficult due to the twin obstacles of geography and expense.
After a very thorough debate at Banff, it was realized that much
study was necessary before action could result, but it was also agreed
that early decision was desirable. Accordingly, it was resolved that
a Special Committee representative of all Canada should meet in
Toronto in November to study these proposals, and to report to the
Executive Committee and a Special Meeting of Council. It is gratifying to note that when the Special Committee met in Toronto on
November 22nd, every Province was directly represented, with the
exception of Newfoundland, whose interest was delegated to the
representative from Nova Scotia.
After day long discussion, which involved such considerations as
the financial position of the Institute, the necessary representation
of E xecutive Committee members required on the Standing Committees and a host of other practical details, it was agreed that it was
inadvisable to reduce the size of the Executive Committee. Similar
decision was reached on the suggestion to reduce the number of
Council members representative of the Provinces, as no benefit
would accrue either to the Institute or the component Associations.
On the problem of ways and means to provide representation on
the Executive Committee for the Eastern and Western component
Associations, it was decided to recommend the addition of three
members of Council to the Executive Committee, representing the
Atlantic Provinces, the Prairie Provinces and British Columbia.
A full report of the deliberations was made to a Special Council
Meeting on the 23rd November. The Council agreed to accept the
recommendations in principle, and instructed the necessary amendments to the By-laws be drafted for submission to ballot of Council
at the next Annual Assembly. The component Associations are to
receive complete information on the proposals. When legally effective, the changes to the By-laws will provide for an informed representation on the Executive Committee on a Canada wide basis.
Acknowledgement is made with gratitude of the hospitality extended to both the Special Committee and the Executive Committee
by the President and Secretary of the Ontario Association of Architects.
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MANITOBA
After a lapse of several months, the newsletter from the midcontinent is being resumed. Locally, we are convinced that
these newsletters are worthwhile channels for the exchange
of interesting bits of information.
During the past few weeks, Winnipeg's architectural horizon
has been highlighted by the completion and opening of several
buildings, the most recent of which are the Builders' Exchange
(Waisman and Ross) and the Children's Hospital (Moody and
Moore). The Red River skyline is rapidly changing with the
growth of many housing developments and several proposed
shopping centres as well as the addition of such massive sb·uctures as the Post Office and the additions to the Deer Lodge
Hospital and the General Hospital.
.
The School of Architecture at the University has had a very
busy fall term with a twenty percent increase in enrolment.
We have been most fortunate in the addition of Lional T.
Chadwick (Manitoba '34) to the staff. On November 4, the
annual Open House, arranged by the Students' Architectural
Society, was held in the lounges of the Student Union Building. During the afternoon over 1900 people visited the display
of student work. Featured in the display was a 24-foot diameter
geodesic dome designed and built of 4' x 10' sheets of plywood by the third year architects under the guidance of Professors Borgford and Donahue. Also featured at the display
was the sixth edition of the annual publication, Perspective,
which achieved new distinction in format through the elimination of all advertising. This issue, featuring the work of Richard
Neub·a, was made possible through the patronage of fourteen
architects from coast to coast.
Through the continued enthusiastic cooperation of the Manitoba Association of Architects, the School is planning a series
of visiting lecturers early in the new year. Meantime, mid-year
examinations loom as the necessary evils of the festive season!
]. A. Russell, Winnipeg
ONTARIO
Some time has passed since the Architect, who built the animal
dens for less than a whole loaf of bread (See Oct. 1956 issue
RAIC Journal), found himself with an empty bread box. Much
wiser now, and on the advice of the Adder, he moved far afield
to other meadows where there was a large forest full of Foxes,
Raccoons and other animals crying for new dens. This time he
insisted upon his whole loaf of bread for his full services, and
no matter if a Black Fox wished a den exactly the same as he
had designed for the Red Fox, he refused to accept even one
slice less.
He and the Adder worked very hard and each den received
close supervision and much personal attention. Soon the animals learned to respect his judgment and were glad to pay a
full loaf of bread for the services he rendered. The news spread
about the excellence of his work, about how he protected the
interests of his animal clients, about how his own personal
interest and experience helped as well the Beavers, who were
the Builders. Both learned of his fairness in deciding the costs
for an extra room when Mr and Mrs Raccoon had a Blessed
Event during the construction of their den.
His fame grew and soon animals from other Forests, far and
near, heard about him and he was flying to every part of the
country to design dens for animals he hardly knew, and from
whom he received his whole loaf of bread. Inevitably, the
Architect had more than he could do, and his personal interest
disappeared as judgment and decisions were left to his new,
and much less experienced, assistants. They would visit many
dens, in many forests, on each flying visit which became less
and less frequent. They began to rely more and more upon
the Beavers, forgetting that they, too, were dependent upon
inexperienced youth.
One day Mr Raccoon telephoned Mr Architect and asked
"Aren't you going to put Birch Bark around my den to keep
the rain out?" "Yes, of course," replied the Architect, "we
always do that!" "But Mr Beaver says my den is finished, and
no Birch Bark was used because he was not told to do so."
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So sadly ends this tale, Mr Raccoon told Mr Fox who told
Mr Wolf, and soon Mr Architect once more had an empty
bread box.
Another moral: A full loaf deserves a full loaf.
H . D. L. Morgan, Toronto
OBITUARY

Robert Alexander Montgomery, MRAIC, died on September 30th, 1956. His death has been keenly felt, not only by his close
friends and by his colleagues in the profession, but by all in the
building industry who knew him; for he possessed qualities which
earned him the respect and the friendship of those in the associated
professions and trades as well as of fellow architects. An unwavering
integrity, a keenly analytical and critical approach to every problem,
and an uncompromising standard of performance, whether his own
or of others collaborating in the project in hand, together with a discerning architectural taste and a technical knowledge such as few
architects achieve in a much longer lifetime, were the professional
qualities which made his untimely death the more bitterly frustrating.
He was an avid reader with a catholic taste in literature and possibly a weakness for the humorists. He enjoyed a ready sense of
humour himself and his friends will not forget his flashing and often
scathing wit, nor even his deft and always acceptable puns. He was
a gifted writer, though seldom in print, and his personal letters will
have been collected by many of his correspondents. He rarely fell
victim of the occupational disease of drawing his own Christmas
cards, but would instead wait to receive the efforts of his friends and
then return cleverly drawn parodies calculated to cure the do-ityourself artist for life. His favourite hobby was woodworking. A
meticulous craftsman in this, as in his profession, he produced
articles of furniture which would shame many professional cabinetmakers, and he perhaps found in this pastime an outlet for his impatience with the shoddy craftsmanship so frequently encountered
today in the building trades.
Montgomery was born in Beebe, Quebec on December 26th,
1907. He was educated at Philipsburg, Quebec, where his father
practised medicine, and at Bishops' College School, Lennoxville.
During summer holidays from school he worked in the marble quarries at Philipsburg where he undoubtedly gained some of his early
knowledge of and respect for the qualities of natural materials. In
1926, he entered McGill's School of Architecture, graduating in
1931 at the head of his class with the McLennan Travelling Scholarship. With this he spent a year studying in Europe and returned to
Canada to find himself in the midst of the architectural and general
depression. For a few years he worked at what few jobs offered in
those lean times in the office of Ernest Barott, where he had spent
his summers while at college. When the war came his technical and
administrative ability took him to tbe Allied War Supply Board and
he was in charge of much of its work in the Montreal region. After
the war the firm of Barott, Marshall, Montgomery and Merrett was
formed, and until his death he was a most active partner, contributing greatly to the firm's projects as designer, job administrator, and
perhaps chiefly, with his profound knowledge of materials and the
science of building, as specification writer.
At the time of his death he had been for years one of the McGill
School of Architecture Advisory Committee; he often judged the
design problems and sometimes lectured in Professional Practice.
He was also the Montreal alternate RAIC representative to the Technical Council of the Canadian Standards Association.
Quiet and reserved, Robert Montgomery was perhaps not personally well known to the profession at large, but it is safe to say
that through his work and by his sound judgement he greatly influenced and helped those who were associated with him, and contributed much to the standards and interests of the profession.
Campbell Merrett
AWARDS
Miss Blanche Lemco, MRAIC, has won an award at the International Federation of Housing and Town Planning Congress
in Vienna. Miss Lemco won praise for a film "It Can Be Done"
showing how man can build his own house in any country of
the world. A McGill graduate, she is Professor of City Planning at the University of Pennsylvania, teaching architectural
design.

Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation has awarded four
fellowships for post-graduate study in community planning for
the academic year 1956-57. The fellowships, which are in
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amounts of $1,200 each, have been awarded to A. W. Williams,
B.A., of Vancouver; Peter J. Stokes, B.Arch., of Toronto; Peter
J. Martin, of Moncton; and Alfred Davey, B.Arch., of Toronto.
THE ROYA L CANADIAN ACADEM Y
The Royal Canadian Academy has elected the following new Associates: Chitta Caisserman, Alan C. Collier, Rody Kenny Courtice,
Paraskeva Clark, Eric Arthur, Dora de Pedery Hunt. Hugh L. Allward has been re-elected President, with other officers as follows:
Vice-President, Charles F. Comfort; Honorary-Treasurer, J. Roxburgh Smith; Secretary-Treasurer, Fred Finley; Council Members,
Franklin Arbuckle, R. York Wilson, Robert W. Pilot, A. J. Casson,
Cleeve Horne, A. S. Mathers, W. L. Somerville, Oscar de Lall,
Frederick B. Taylor, Stanley Cosgrove. Academicians-elect are
Albert Cloutier and Goodridge Roberts.
CORRESPONDENCE

Goteborg, Sweden
September 19, 1956
Dear Professor Arthur,
I am writing you a letter from Sweden to try and explain why I
will be late for university once more. I hope you will make allowances for my missing sketch camp and for being late for the opening
of university this fall.
As you are probably aware, sir, I have very little money, and
have only managed to put myself through college with the aid of
bursaries. The result is that, when I decided to take you up on
your idea of travelling, I had to do it in exactly the same manner
as the student who went to Australia with limited cash. I remember
your lecture to us in first year when you told us of this chap leaving
Canada with only a few dollars in his pocket and working his way
to Australia. Last year, I set out from the university with ten dollars
in my pockets. I spent three weeks walking the docks in Montreal
and constantly being told "NO" in various tones of voice. However,
at long last, I got a job as a galley boy on a small Norwegian freighter
and thus over to Germany. I landed in Germany with one dollar and
seventy-five cents, and set out for Sweden on one of the local trains.
Needless to say, my finances were exhausted by the train trip to
Hamburg. Then came the problem of food. Eventually, while looking for a place to sleep in one of the parks in Hamburg I came across
a wishing well into which many well wishing Germans had thrown
their D marks. I removed my shoes and socks in a nearby bush
and proceeded to re-imburse myself. From there on, I hitch-hiked
to Goteborg, Sweden, where I had the good fortune to make friends
quite rapidly. Unfortunately, there was no job to be had in Goteborg
so, upon reading of an American architect wanted in Stockholm, I
set off with three sandwiches and a can of caviar which my friends
had given me. In Stockholm, I was forced to walk four miles out to
the architect's office because of lack of finances to use the tunelbana,
and, when the architect asked where he could phone me up in a
couple of days, I was unable to give a precise answer. My place of
lodging was Stockholm Central Station, or, to be more correct, the
bench behind the hotel Centralen. Finally, however, I managed to
get the job and for the next four months I slept in my sleeping bag
on the floor of the office. At the end of the summer, I returned to
Goteborg to look for a job on a boat, and, after three weeks of walking the docks, my friends were able to get me a job on S A L's
"Kungsholm" as a first-class dishwasher. So back to university.
This year I set out again, only this time I was relatively wealthy
for I had twenty-five dollars in my pocket. Again I walked the docks
in Montreal, and, finally, after two and a half weeks, got a job as a
deck boy on a small 2000 ton freighter. I landed in Rotterdam and
hitch-hiked up to Sweden to visit my friends. Then back down to
Italy where I lived on twenty cents a day until I was able to find a
job working for architect Vigano for eight dollars a week. This
allowed me two small meals a day with the exception of Saturday
and Sunday when I was able only to buy one meal a day. Of course,
no money left to send a letter home, until, finally, my friends in
Sweden sent me some international postage coupons. It was a hard
experience, but one for which I am glad. Now it has come time to
challenge the ocean once again in an effort to reach the other side.
I tried to get on the September 19th sailing of the "Kungsholm" so
that I could be in New York in time to hitch-hike up to Dorset for
sketch camp. The attempt failed.
As you probably know, the sister ship of the "Kungsholm", the
"Stockholm", collided with the "Andrea Doria" this summer with the
result that the "Stockholm" has been in dry dock in New York. Now
they are hoping to sail the "Stockholm" on October the 2nd, so that
every available space on the "Kungsholm" was being used to take
seamen over for the sailing of the "Stockholm". Thus it was impos-
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sible for me to go over with her on this voyage. Now I must wait
here until either the 25th or the 28th when I hope to get a job on a
freighter. This means that once again I will be late for sketch camp.
I do hope that I have not over done what you suggested in your
lecture in first year, for, to be quite frank with you, I don't think that
one can travel too much or know too much of how others live.
I do not do my travelling so much to "see" as to stop and live with
other people; to adopt their ways of life and to work in their vernacular. It is so very different from reading a book and trying to adopt
the beneficial things from other ways of life to our own way of life.
I would much rather live the lives of these other people in their own
way and become aware of why they have the way of living they
have. For tins reason, I am inclined to think that Kidder Smith in
both of his books Sweden Builds and Italy Builds looked at the conditions with too much of an American eye, and too little understanding for what the people themselves were used to and really
felt was right. For example, I believe that in his book Italy Builds
he complains of the fact that in some housing for the poor there are
no elevators, and thus mother has to climb six stories with the groceries. I will agree that from my point of view it is a long way to
go, but the poorer class of Italians don't seem to n1ind, and the
groceries are usually raised to the flat by a little basket lowered over
the balcony on a long rope.
I must admit that this has led to a great deal of confusion on my
part. Yet the satisfaction of awareness of these things rather than of
the published word is what makes me search for what is true for our
country. I am still young and immature in all of these things but
searching, and, for that reason, I would never give up these last
two summers of travelling.
As you see sir, in my wanderings and searchings, I have managed
to err twice in that I will be late for the opening of university once
again. I do hope that because of my financial insecurity I will be
able to receive some consideration for my lateness.
Fred Thompson

This very personal letter is published with Mr Thompson's permission. I publish it partly for its interest, and, partly, as a public
penance for my own sins. My guilt is apparent, but I am glad to
report that Mr Thompson is alive and in, apparently, robust health.
E.R.A.
CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE

Peter Dickinson served during the late war as a Lieutenant in the Grenadier Guards. He is an Honours Graduate
of the Architectural Association, London, where he was
awarded the ICI Scholarship and Henry Florence Studentship. From 1948 to 1950 he ·had a general practice in
London. In 1950 he joined the firm of Page & Steele, and
was made partner in charge of design in 1953.
WalterS. Johnson, Q.C., Docteur en droit honoris causa
de l'Universite de Montreal, (Hon.) MRAIC. Mr Johnson,
a member of the Quebec Bar for over fifty years, has
been Counsel of the Quebec Association of Architects for
over twenty-three years. He has written extensively on
legal subjects relating to architecture, engineering, and
construction, and is known across Canada for his contribution to architecture especially. At Banff, in June last,
the Institute conferred upon him an Honorary Membership, in appreciation of his devotion to the interests of the
profession.
Eberhard H. Zeidler was born January 11th, 1926, in
Braunsdorf, Germany. He received his professional education in Germany where he studied at the Bauhaus in
Weimar and the Technical University in Karlsruhe. After
graduation, he worked in association with Professor Eiermann and Professor Linder on projects in Switzerland,
Germany and Holland. In 1951, he came to Canada and
settled in Peterborough, Ontario, with the firm of Blackwell and Craig. In 1953, he became a partner. For a time,
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Mr Zeidler was an instructor in design at the School of
Architecture, University of Toronto. He is an enthusiastic
sailor and skiier.
FUTURE ISSUES

January,l957
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

General
Branch Banks
Students Issue* (Ecole des Beaux-Arts)
Schools*
Housing* (to be defined shortly)
Industrial
HAIC Golden Jubilee*
Farm Buildings
General
Vancouver and Victoria*
General
Hecreation Centres

N.B. Only those months marked with an asterick represent special
issues. The others are general issues with an emphasis on the subject
mentioned.
BOOK REVIEW

APPLIED STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF BUILDINGS by Thomas H. McKaig. Published by F. W. Dodge Corporation, ew York. 444
pages. Price $12.50.
This book is designed for use by the practising architects,
structural engineers, and draftsmen. It is primarily a handbook
rather than a textbook, containing many charts, tables and
graphs compiled from AISC, ACI, Portland Cement Association, National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, Timber
Engineering Company, and several other publications, providing short cut methods and ready solution to structural problems
met in everyday designs. Various examples of designs in structural steel, reinforced concrete, and timber, are worked out in
detail.
Generally, the book confines itself to simple structures except
for one chapter dealing with complex sh·uctures such as trusses,
bunkers, etc., and a portion of another chapter devoted to stress
analysis of continuous beams, and rigid frames, by the moment
distribution system. Chapter on office practice provides valuable information such as cost data, structural check lists, etc.,
not ordinarily available.
Rigorous development or proof of theory is not given in the
book, but rather devotes its pages to the practical solution of
structural problems encountered in the office by the architect,
design engineer, or draftsman.
]. S. Sugiyama
THE WEST BLOCK AND ITS FUTURE

The proposal to take down the West Block in order to
rebuild it with a hundred or more additional rooms is
opposed because the loss of such an important and handsome building in a country where history has left few
monuments is deplorable. On the other hand, it seems the
existence of the West Block will be precarious until all
members of Parliament in need of accommodation app ropriate to their duties are properly housed.
So, in the spirit of meeting both the historic need to
retain one of the two remaining original Canadian parliamentary buildings, and the immediate practical need of
finding space for the requirements of the present time,
could not the West Block be simply extended, as was
done in such a masterly way by Alexander Mackenzie in
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the seventies?
If another wing were made in the general direction of
the Central Block, the new accommodation would be
convenient to the House of Commons, the old building
would be preserved and one would hope, improved in
interest as it could be expected that a new wing would be
as splendidly designed as the most talented men in the
field could make it.
The old parliamentary buildings were built with vision
and courage as physical evidence of a united Canada.
In a sense their massiveness and wonder confirmed the
deed of union and indicated the folly of the idea of dissolution. There can be no doubt that the buildings were to
be monuments to which men could be rallied and they
continue to have that purpose. The central one has been
destroyed by fire and rebuilt as a great memorial to Canada's First World War effort. It is infused with the spirit
of the twenties, and with the exception of the Library
hardly contains a stone of the building it replaced. But
the West and East Blocks remain from the mid-nineteenth century the original parliamentary buildings in
Ottawa. Their accommodation may now be inadequate
and shabby, but their poetic significance is no less and in
the years to come their power to relate the spirit of their
builders will be unparalleled.
The manner in which this problem is resolved is one of
great significance and deserves the careful consideration
of the people of Canada.
(signed) E. R. Arthur, Corresponding Member for Canada
of the International Committee on Monuments,
Artistic and Historic Sites and Archaeological
Excavations under UNESCO.
John Bland, Director of the School of Architecture, McGill University.
Fred Lassen·e, Director of the School of Architecture, University of British Columbia.
H. H . Madill, Director of the School of Architectttre, University of Toronto.
John Russell, Director of the School of Architecture, University of Manitoba.
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Kiwanis Village, Victoria, B.C. , Architects, Shm·p &
Thompson, Berwick, Pmtt and Chm·les E . Cmig
Motel, Chieftain, Orillia, Ont. , Architect, E.C.S. Cox
Motel, Colony, Victoria, B.C.,
Architects, Clack, Clayton, Pickstone
Residence and School of Nursing (Burton Hall),
\ Vomen's College Hospital, Toronto. , Ont. ,
A1·chitects, Marani & Morris; Associate Architects,
Shore & Moffat

Cardinal Leger Institute, Montreal, P.Q.,
Architects, Lamse & Larose
May
Carleton College, Ottawa, Ont., Architects, Carleton
C allege Architectuml Associates: Watson Balharrie,
Hart Massey, John Bland, Campbell Merrett,
Apr.
Eric Arthur
Pavillon des Philosophes, College de St. Laurent,
Nov.
Montreal, P.Q., A1·chitects, Larose & Larose
St. Paul's University College, University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Architects, Gm·diner, Thornton, Gathe
& Associates
May
School, Alderwood Collegiate Institute, Etobicoke, Ont.,
Architects, Gordon S. Adamson & Associates
Oct.
School, Collingwood District Collegiate Institute, Ont.,
Architects, Shom & Moffat
Apr.
School, Elk Point, Alta.,
Architects, Patrick Campbell-Hope & Associates
May
School, Associated Hebrew Schools, Toronto, Ont.,
Architects, W eir, Cripps and Associates
May
School, Highview Avenue, Toronto, Ont.,
Architects, W eir, Cripps & Associates
May
School, Kipling Grove Public, Etobicoke, Ont.,
Architect, E.C.S. Cox
May
School, Meadowbrook, Montreal, P.Q.,
Architects, Meadowcroft & MacKay
Nov.
School, Secondary, South Chatham, Ont., Architects
and Engineers, Dunlop Moore & Associates
May
School, Summerlea, Montreal, P.Q. ,
Architects, Meadowcroft & MacKay
Nov.
Teachers' College, Toronto, Ont. ,
Architects, Page & Steele
Feb.
Teachers' Federation, Saskatchewan, Saskatoon,
Architect, Tinos Kartes
June
Teachers' Society, Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Architects, Libling, Michener Diamond & Associates May
University of British Columbia, Vancouver,
Architects, Thompson, Berwick, Pratt
May

Oct. p. 373

INDUSTRY

Baxter Laboratories of Canada Ltd., Alliston, Ont.,
Architects, Gordon S. Adamson & Associates
B.C. Electric Building, Vancouver, B.C.,
Architects, Thompson, Berwick, Pratt
B.C. Electric Building, Victoria, B.C.,
Architects, Thompson, Berwick, Pratt
B.C. Sugar Refinery Limited, Vancouver,
Architects, Semmens and Simpson
Brading Breweries Limited, Toronto, Ont.,
Architects, Page & Steele
Canadian General Electric Building, Montreal, P.Q. ,
A1·chitects, Durnford, Bolton, Chadwick & Ellwood
Fabricas de Papel Tuxtepec S.A., Mexico,
Consulting Architects, Gardiner, Thornton, Gathe
& Associates
Factory with Offices, Brampton, Ont. ,
Architects, V enchiarutti & Venchiarutti
Firth Brown Steels Limited, Toronto, Ont. ,
Architects, W eir, C1·ipps and Associates
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Edmonton, Alta.,
Architects and Engineers, K. C. Stanley
and Company
Hinde & Dauch Paper Company, Montreal, P.Q.,
Architect, Philip Goodfellow
Hydro-Electric Service Center, Montreal, P.Q.,
Architects, Meadowcroft & MacKay
Imperial Oil Limited, Edmonton, Alta ., Architects
and Engineers, K. C. Stanley and Company
Imperial Oil Limited, Sarnia, Ont. , Architects
and Engineers, j ohn B. Pm·kin Associates

May p. 171
May p. 178
June p. 214
Feb. p.
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Oct. p. 367
Nov. p . 426
Oct. p . 378
May p . 171
May p. 171
May p. 172
Nov. p. 429
lov. p. 427
May p. 183
Aug. p. 279
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Innes Equipment Limited, Metropolitan Toronto, Ont.,
Architects, Marani & Morris
Aug.
Libby McNeill & Libby of Canada Limited,
Oct.
Chatham, Ont., Architect, Joseph W. Storey
McColl-Frontenac Oil Company Limited, Montreal,
Architects, Barott, Marshall, Montgomery & Merrett June
R. Laidlaw Lumber Company Limited, Weston, Ont.,
Architects, Pentland & Baker
July
Simpson-Sears Industrial Development, Etobicoke, Ont.,
Architects and Engineers, john B. Parkin, Associates Feb.
7 Up Bottling Plant, Winnipeg, Man., Architects
May
and Consulting Engineers, Waisman & Ross

p. 309
p. 392
p. 210
p. 253
p.
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p. 172

LIBRARIES

Library, Public, Etobicoke, Ont.,
Architect, Arthur H. Eadie
Library, Public, Vancouver, B.C.,
Architects, Semmens and Simpson

Oct. p. 396
Oct. p. 368

MISCELLANY

Community Chest and Council Building, Vancouver,
B.C., Architects, W. H. Birmingham, Fred Lasserre June p. 235
Metropolitan Toronto Jail, Ont. ,
Architects Barnett & Rieder
June p. 233
Toronto Board of Trade, Ont.,
Architects, Bregman and Ham ann
Mayp. 182
RECREATION

Edmonton Golf and Country Club, Alta.,
Architects, Patrick Campbell-Hope & Associates
North York Swimming Pool, Toronto, Ont.,
Architects, Venchiarutti & Venchiarutti
Recreation Centre, P.Q., Architects, Larose & Lamse
"Session '56" Banff, Alberta - Sketches by
Richard J. Neutra
Stratford Theatre, Ont.,
A1"chitects, Rounthwaite & Fai1·jield
Woodbine Race Track, Etobicoke, Ont.,
Architect, Earle C. Morgan

May p. 173
May p. 174
May p. 173
Aug. p. 296
May p. 176
May p . 173

RELIGION

Anglican House, Montreal, P.Q.,
Architects, Durnfo1"d, Bolton, Chadwick & Ellwood
Cathedral, Coventry
Cathedral, Immaculate Conception of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, Dacca, East Pakistan
Architects, Gardiner, Thornton, Gathe & Associates
Chapel, Deaf and Dumb Institute, Montreal, P.Q.,
A1"chitects, Larose & Larose
Chapel, Maitland Cemetery, Goderich, Ont.,
Architect, Philip Carter Johnson
Chapel, Nou·e Dame, Waterdown, Ont.,
Architects, Watt & Tillmann

Nov. p . 426
Apr. p. 141
Dec. p. 474

p. 446
p. 161
p. 461
p. 162
p. 160
p. 161
p. 462
p. 463
p. 162
p. 424
p. 460
p. 474
p. 162
p.

62

p. 469
p. 464
p. 472
p. 473
p. 159
p. 161
p. 475
p. 269
p. 470
p. 160

Dec. p. 465
D ec. p. 468

TRANS PORT

Air Terminal Building Diagrams

Apr. p. 112

July p. 266

AUTHORS

AND

Abra, William, ]., May p. 193. Abra & Balharrie, Sept. p. 351.
Abram, George, Mar. p. 106; Apr. p. 142, 144. Acland, ]ames H.,
June p . 239; Oct. p. 406. Adamson, Gordon S., & Associates, May p.
161, 171 ; July p . 268; Sept. p. 335, 336, 340, 357; Oct. p. 388.
Albarda, ]an I-I. , Jan. p. 13. A llison, ]. S., Aug. p. 313. Amos, P. C.,
Sept. p. 325. Anderson, Albe1t E., Apr. p. 142. Annett, jack D., Dec.
p. 481. Arthur, Eric, Feb. p . 68; Apr. p . 134. Ashley, C. A., Apr. p.
143.
Baker, Langton G., Sept. p. 358. Ballwrrie, Watson, Apr. p. 134.
Bemberger, Envin, June p. 235. Ba·rnett & Rieder, June p. 233.
Barott, Marshall, Montgomery & Merrett, June p. 210; Sept. p. 345.
Bates, Maxwell, July p. 270. Beaulieu, Claude, June p. 239. Bt3land,
Paul, Feb. p. 64. Bell & McCulloch, May p. 181. Birley, Patrick,
Sept. p. 325, 328. Birmingham, W. H., June p. 235. Bland, John,
Jan. p. 25; Mar. p. 70; Apr. p. 134; Nov. p. 414. Blankstein, Ceci.l N .,
Aug. p. 312. Blouin, Andni, Nov. p. 420, 451; Bolton, Richanl E .,

December 1 9 56

Chapel, Trinity College, Toronto, Ont.,
Architect, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott;
Associate Architects, George & Moorhouse
Dec.
Church, Anglican, New Town No. 1, St. Lawrence
May
Seaway, Architect, Philip Carter Johnson
Church, Avonmore United, Edmonton, Alta., Architects
D ec.
and Engineers, K. C. Stanley and & Company
Church, Eglinton Baptist, Toronto, Ont.
Architects, Servos and Cauley
May
Church, First Baptist, Weiland, Ont.,
Architect, Philip Carter Johnson
May.
Church, Grande Prairie United, Alta.,
Architects, McKernan & Bouey
May
Church, Highlands United, North Vancouver, B.C.,
Architect, R. William Wilding
Dec.
Church, Knox United, Brandon, Man.,
Architects, Smith, Carter, Katelnikoff
Dec.
Church, Lansing United, Toronto, Ont.,
Architects, Weir, Cripps and Associates
May
Church, Notre Dame de Ia Salette, Montreal, P.Q.,
Architect, Paul G. Goyer
Nov.
Church, Our Lady of Victory Memorial, Winnipeg,
Man., Architect, Roy Sellars
Dec.
Church, St.-Andre-Hubert Fournet, Montreal, P.Q.,
Architects, Raux & Morin
Dec.
Church, St. Andrew's United, Lacombe, Alta.,
Architects, Patrick Campbell-Hope & Associates
May
Church, St. Anthony's, Agassiz, B.C., Architects,
Gardiner, Thornton, Gathe & Associates
Feb.
Church, St. Hilda's Memorial Anglican, Toronto, Ont. ,
Architect, Philip Carter johnson
Dec.
Church, St. John's Anglican, Lakefield, Ont.,
Architects, Craig and Zeidler
Dec.
Church, St. John's United, Hamilton, Ont.,
Architects, Bruce Brown & Brisley
Dec.
Church, St. Paul's United, Toronto, Ont.
Architects, Bruce Brown & Brisley
Dec.
Church, St. Peter's Anglican, Ottawa, Ont.,
Architects, Gilleland & Strutt
May
Church, Woodgreen United, Toronto, Ont. ,
Architects, Gordon S. Adamson & Associates
May
Church, Yorkminster United, North York, Ont. ,
Architect, ]ames A. Murray
Dec.
Convent, Sisters of the Good Shepherd, North York,
Ont. , Architects, Gordon S. Adamson & Associates July
Synagogue, Beth Tzedec, Toronto., Ont. , Architects,
Dec.
Isadore Markus, Harry B. Kohl, Page & Steele
Synagogue, Clanton Park, North York, Ont. ,
Architects, Bregman and Hamann ·
May

CONTRIBUTORS
Aug. p. 312. Bannick, John H., Feb. p . 65. Boyd, Robin, May p. 157.
Bmssard, Paul G., Nov. p. 446. Bregman and Hamann, May p. 160,
182; June p. 234. Brennan, ]. F., Feb. p. 64. Brown, F. Bruce, July
p . 264. Bmwn, Bruce, & B1·isley, Dec. p. 472, 473 . Brown, H. F.,
Mar. p. 103. Bmwn, Murray, & Elton, Apr. p. 131. BU1·gess, Ceci.l
S., Oct. p. 363. Burgess & McLean, Sept. p. 341.
Campbell-Hope, Pat1·ick, & Associates, May p. 162, 169, 173,
Campney, The Han. Ralph, Sept. p. 317. C(wroll, C. ]. G., Dec p.
481. Carver, Humphrey, May p. 196. Gaspari, Peter, May p. 192;
June p. 204. Cassie, W. Fisher, Jan. p. 6. Casson, A. ] ., Jan., p. 5.
Casson, Sir l-I11gh, Apr. p. 136. Chapman, Donald N., Oct. p. 403 .
Christofferson, PerT. , Aug. p. 286. Clack, Clayton, Pickstone, June
p . 213; Aug. p. 310. Coleman, En;ine M., Aug. p. 313. Collins, Peter,
Oct. p. 406. Coop, Isadore, July p. 270. Cooper, D . W. , Jan. p. 5.
Cux, E. C. S., May p. 163; June p . 232. Cmig, Charles E., Feb. p. 37;
Apr. p. 142. Craig and Zeidler, Feb. p. 45; Dec. p. 464.
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f
Damphousse, Jean, Jan. p. 24. David & David, June p. 222.
Davies, Richard Llewelyn, Oct. p. 400. Dean, Basil, Aug. p. 293.
Desbarats, Guy, F eb. p. 64; July p. 275. DiCastri, John A., Dec. p.
481. Dickinson, Peter, Dec. p. 458. Drapeau, Mayor Jean, Nov. p.
409. Duffus, Allan F., June p. 239. Dunlop Moore Associates, May
p. 169. Durnford, A. T . Galt, Nov. p. 443. Durnford, Bolton, Chadwick & Ellwood, Sept. p. 322, 326; Nov. p. 426. Duval, Paul, Jan.

p.3.

Neutm, Richard]., Aug. p. 296. Nickson, A. F. B. , Aug. p. 306.
Nobbs, Francis ]., Jan. p. 24. Nobbs, Percy E., Nov. p. 418.
Oberlander, H. Peter, Feb. p. 65; Mar. p. 103.

Eadie, Arthur H ., Oct. p. 396. Elken, Ants, Mar. p. 103. Erickson
& Massey, Feb. p. 41.
Facey, A. G., Sept. p. 358. Fairfield, Robert, Sept. p. 358. Fancott,
William E. , Nov. p. 448. Fisher, Alson, Nov. p. 447. Foster, K. H.,
May p. 192. Fisher, R. A., Sept. p. 339. Fisher, Reuben, May p. 183.
Fisher and Tedman, Sept. 335, 341, 342. Fleury, William E., Aug. p.
312. Fliess, Henry, Mar. p. 103; June p. 234.
Gardiner, Thornton, Gathe & Associates, Feb. p. 62; May p. 170;
Aug. p. 284; Oct. p. 378; Dec. p. 474. George & Moorhouse, Dec.
p. 466. Gerson, Wolfgang, Oct. p. 383; Nov. p. 447. Gibson, George
D., Apr., p. 145. Gibson, Wm. A., May p. 194. Gilbert, Andre, May
p. 192. Gilleland & Strutt, May p. 159. Gilmour, G. P., July p. 274.
Goodfellow, Philip, Nov. p. 429. Govan, ]ames, June p. 241. Goyer,
Paul G., Nov. p. 424. Gratton, Valmore, Nov. p. 433. Greenspoon,
Freedlander & Dunne, May p. 179; June p. 208; Oct. p. 376. Greer,
William N ., Dec. p. 481. Greig, R. L., June p. 236. Grossman, Irving,
Feb. p. 31. Gruen, Victor & Associates, inc., June p. 227.
Hames, W. G., June p. 239. Horwood, E . C., Sept. p. 359. Howarth, Peter, Jan. p . 5. Hazelgrove, A. ]., June p. 239; July p. 276.
Hershfield, C., May p. 195; June p. 242. Horne, Cleeve, Jan. p. 4.
Hubbard, R. H., Apr. p. 118.
]essiman, Roy, Aug. p. 302; Nov. p. 447. Johnson, Philip Carter,
May p. 160, 161; Dec. p. 468, 469. Johnson, WalterS., Dec. p. 479.
Kennedy, Warnett, May p. 187. Kohl, H. B., July, p. 270; Dec. p.
470. Kortes, Tinos, June p. 233.
Larose & Larose, May p. 163, 173; Nov. p. 428; Dec. p. 465.
Lassen·e, Fred, Mar. p. 105; Apr. p. 147; June p. 235; Oct. p. 373.
Lawson, Harold, Jan. p . 24. Lawson, ]. I., May p. 184. Leithead,
William G., Mar. p. 103. Libling Michener Diamond & Associates,
May p. 169, 181, 183. Lingwood, John L., Oct. p. 403 .

•

Marani, F. H. , Dec. p. 481. Marani & Morris, Apr. p. 124; Aug.
309; Sept. 340, 353. Mm·kus, Isadore, Dec. p. 470. Marler, The Hon.
George C., Apr. p. 109. Massey, Geoffrey, Nov. p. 447. Massey, Hart,
Apr. p. 134; Sept. p. 358. Mathers, A. S., Aug. p. 312. Maurault, Mgr
Olivier, Nov. 434, 450. McCarter, ]. Y ., July p. 273. McCarter,
Nairne & Partne1·s, Sept. p. 373. Mcintosh, Duncan Neil, Sept. 352.
McKernan & Bouey, May p. 161. Meadowcroft & MacKay, Nov. p.
427. Merrett, Campbell, Apr. p. 134; Dec. p. 483. Meschino, Paul,
Sept. p. 358. Michener, Mel P., July p. 273. Moody and Moore,
Sept. p. 342. Morgan, Earle C., May p. 173; Dec. Editorial. Morgan,
H. D. L., Dec. p. 483. Morin, Victor, Nov. p. 410. Morris, R.
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Schofield, Aug. p. 313. Morrison, Carson F., May p. 195. Muirhead,
Desmond, July p. 245. Muncey, R. W., Aug. p. 306. Murray, ]ames
A., Mar. p. 99; Dec. p. 475.

Page, ]ames C., May p. 179. Page & Steele, Jan. p. 14; Feb. p. 55;
May p. 180; Oct. p. 367; Dec. p. 470. Paine, A. ] . C., Jan. Editorial,
p. 27. Papanek, Rudolf, Apr. p. 142. Parkin, John B., Feb. p. 64.
Parkin, John B., Associates, Jan. p. 20; Feb. p. 48, 59; Aug. p. 279.
Pentland & Baker, July p. 253. Pepper, George, Jan. p. 4. Perry, A.
Leslie, May p. 179. Pickstone, Harry, July p. 248. Pilot, Robert W.,
Jan. p. 5. Polson, Franklin Murray, Apr. p. 142. Porter, John C. H.,
July p. 276. Prack, Alvin R., Oct. p. 403. Pratt, K. R. D., Mar. p. 104.
Prus, Victor, Apr. p. 144.
Ramsay, W. A., Apr. p. 110. Robb, George A., Sept. p. 358. Robitaille, Andre, July p. 273. Roscoe, S. M., Dec. p. 481. Rounthwaite,
C. F. T ., Dec. p. 481. Rounthwaite & Fairfield, May p. 176. Roux
& Morin, Dec. p. 474. Russell, John A., May p. 154, 195; July p.
274; Dec. p. 483. Russell, Norrnan C. H., May p. 192.
Salter, Wilson A., Oct. p. 403. Scott, Arthur B., Sept. p. 359; Oct.
p. 403. Scott, Sir Giles Gilbert, Dec. p. 466. Searle, ]ames E., Feb.,
p. 65. Sellars, Roy, Dec. p. 460. Semmens and Simpson, Feb. p. 52;
June p. 218; Oct. p. 368. Servos and Cauley, May p. 162. Shaw, W.
M., Mar. p. 105. Sheppard & Masson, June p. 233. Shore & Moffatt,
Apr. p. 128; May p. 178; Sept. p. 329,332. Shortt, George E., Nov.
p. 430. Siddall, R. W., July p. 270. Sise, Hazen, Apr. p. 146; Nov. p.
447. Smith, Ernest]., Mar. p. 103; Aug., p. 300. Smith, Carter, Katelnikoff, Dec. p. 463. Smith, ]. E. Assheton, Apr. p. 124. Sprachman,
M. R., Oct. p. 405. Stanley, K. C. and Company, May p. 172, 183;
Dec. p. 461. Stephenson, Gordon, June p. 199. Storey, Joseph W.,
Oct. p. 392. Sugiyama, ]. S., Dec. p. 485.
Tedman, Blake, H. M., June p. 222. Thorn, Ron, June p. 250.
Thompson, Clare P., May p. 192. Thompson, Fred, Dec. p. 484.
Thompson, Gratton D., Sept. p. 327, 329. Thompson, Berwick,
Pratt, Feb. p. 37; May p. 164, 178; June p. 214; Sept. p. 327, 355;
Oct. p. 390. Thornton, Peter M., Feb. p. 64. Toby & Russell, Aug.
p. 304. Tremblay, Denis, Jan. p. 24. Trudeau, Charles E., Feb. p.
64.
Venchiarutti & Venchiarutti, May p. 171, 174; June p. 232. Van
Leuven, Karl, June p. 223. Viau, Guy, Nov. p. 439.
Wade, John H., Apr., p. 144; Aug. p. 313. Wade, Stockdill and
Armou1·, Sept. p. 324. W aisman & Ross, May p. 172. Watt & Tillmann. July p. 267. Weir, Cripps and Associates, May p. 162, 163,
168; June p. 235. White, Cecil, July p. 270. Whitton, Mayor Charlotte, June p. 240. Wiggs, H. Ross, Sept. p. 339. Wiggs, Lawton &
Walker, Sept. p. 333. Wilding, R. William, Dec. p. 462. Wilson, R.
York, Jan. p. 4.
Zeidler, Eberhard H., Mar. p. 104; Dec. p. 476.
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